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CHAPI'ER I 
l'tlRPa3E OF STUDY AND DF.SCRIPTIOO OF TEI:U&S 
Statement of problem.- Literature makes the broad generalization 
that youth today is in dire need of guidance and direction in the field 
of Social Relations. It does not take into consideration cO!J!!Ilnity dif-
ferences. The matter of comn•nity differences has led directly to the 
following problem: "A survey of the students of Bloomfield High School 
Connecticut to determine whether or not there is need for a course in 
Social Relations." 
Purpose and scope.- The survey is designed to discover by use of 
a problem check list what the problems of the 170 Bloomfield High School 
pupils 111B3 be. Analysis of the list 111B3 show whether or not there is a 
need for a course in Social Relations. 
Bagkgrounli.- The original intent of the author was to initiate a 
course in Sex Education on the adult level in the town of Bloomfield, 
Connecticut. The support of the town's Boerd of Education was sought 
and their sponsorship requeeted. The title of this course was to be 
called Social Relations. (Reasons for use of this terminology will be 
uplained later.) The Board of Education refused its sponsorship for 
the following reasons: 
1. The proposed course was designed as a wedge to force the schools 
in the town to give so11111 form of Social Relations course, includ-
ing sex. 
-1-
2. It wu not cognizant of 8113 need tor such instruction in its 
schools. 
3· It wu not sure that the adult level was the proper place to 
start such instruction. 
2 
4. Further investigation and proof as to the need among adolescents 
was necessary before they could whole-heartedly concur with 8113 
·such program of instruction. 
Description of tei'IIIII;-- Social Relations is the term chosen to rep;-
resent the character of the material and problems to be surveyed. There 
have been 11111113" and varied approaches to a title covering the field. There 
are two schools ot thought on the matter of title selection. One school 
!eels that "Sex EducationM as a title tends to build inhibitions, increase 
the conspiracy of silence, arouse the opposition too rapidly, and most 
important of all is not wholl.J' descriptive of all the i'acets that are 
entailed in instruction of this type. The opposing school !eels that in 
order to state truthfully what you are attempting to do, a spade should 
be called a spade, and the title should be 0Sex Education". This tends 
to combat ei'i'ectively the •conspiracy of silence", Some of the titles 
in common usage that usually appear are: Social Hygiene • Character 
Edu.cation, Home and Family IJ.ving, Personal Problems, Social Behavior, 
and Fsmil.,y IJ. v ing. 
Statem.ents in the literature pertaining to Sex Education do in them-
selves show the broad scope that this limited title attempts to cover. 
In Benjamin Gruenberg• s statements, the vast scops of what he calls Sex 
Education is one reason tor enlarging the definitive title. He says, 
• 
• 
n,, •• on the adolescent level, it is an introduction to the problemsof 
J/ 
life as they relate to friendship, courtship, marriage, and homemaldl!g." 
In another statement, he says, "Sex is a constant factor in individual 
behavior and development in human relationship. A person's attitude and 
ideals with respect to sex are significant for society and the race as 
well as for his 01IIl well-being. Positive educational development is nec-
essary to promote the individual's fulfillment, both in personal living 
zl 
and in family social relationships". 
Another writer says: "Sex education is more than 'facts of life'. 
It is character education aimed to inculcate sociall.Y desirable adult 
attitudes and practices necessary to proper homemakin~ and intelligent 
building of fandlles, It is a Socializing Process"• Dr. Belle s. :llooney 
describes it as "more than a collection of biological facts; it is a 
preparation for fine living. Its ultimate purpose is to avoid 1118ntal and 
emotional conflict during adolescence and to develop self-confidence". 
Jjf 
Dr. John F. Stokes in his bulletin for the University of Pennsylvania 
Institute for Fsmil.y Living and Sex Education makes the following 
jj Benjamin c. Gruenberg, "High Schools and Sex Education", u. s. Public 
Health Service. Education Publication. 117, (1939), Pxi.U. 
z/ Benjamin C. Gruenberg, "Haw Can We Teach About Sex?", Public Affairs 
Pamphl.et #122, Washington, D.C. (1946), p. 19. 
:J/ Arthur G. Pyle, Sex Eciucation, a Responsibility <f the Seconda.rz School. 
Boston University, unpub+i.shed thesis, 1941, 
Jjf Belle S. Mooney 1 Haw Shall I Tell J(y Chil d?, Permabooks, Cadillac 
Publishing COJDP&ey, 19441 P• 194 • 
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st.atementst "It IID.lst be recognized that sound sex education is more than 
the giving of !actual information; that it also involves the development 
of ethical and social values that have ID8aning in present-da,y culture. 
The enemies of the !lllllil,y are being recognized as founded in character 
as well as circWDStance. · Sex education and education for ·family living 
Jj 
is character education"··~ 
· From these statements of authority it can be seen that the special-
ists in this field eJIP].ain the wide scope that the title Sex Education 
involves. It can be readily seen that this field covers !our general 
categories: na1118l.y; (a) sex, marriage, and courtship; (b) ths relation-
ship of the individual to himself and to society; (c) the relationship 
of the individual to his famil.y; (d) and the psychological relationships 
of the individual to society and person. Social Relations are the 
characteristics of man as affected by his IID.ltual and reciprocal interest 
in himself, others, and society. 
This is a title which encompasses a broad field rather than the 
more confining signification of sex education. Social relations, as 
referred to in this study, shall heretofore entail the following general 
topics: 
1. Courtship, sex, and marriage 
2. Social-psychological relations 
3. Personal-psychological relations 
4. Home and famil.y living 
j) John F. Stokes, M.D., Opening Remarks to 1950 class in !amil,yliv.ing 
and sex education. lli.mBographed brochure. University ot Pennsylvania, 
1950. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
History.- Where and when did it all start? As in any history, 
the precise beginnings of doc1111111nted records can be traced, but the 
actual point of origin is lost in folk lore and tradition. When did 
Sex Education begin? The annar is unlmollll. Traces can bs found in 
ancient history. The ruins of Pompeii show signs of a decadent type 
of instruction, as do other ancient societies. 
Various societies through the ages show a multitude of approaches 
to the subject. Social relations was approached by our society as a 
sacred sanctuary and therefore was unmentionable. The earliest approach 
to education in this field that the author has been able to uncover is a 
book written by Dr. Edward H. Clarke in 187.3 entitled, •sex in Education" 
11 
or "A Fair Chance for the Girls•. His major objective was no different 
.from that of leadsrs in the field toda,y. Dr. Clarke states in his pref-
ace; "I£ the publication of this brief me1110ir does nothing 1110re than 
excite discussion and stimulate investigation with regard to a matter of 
such vital DIOJDent to the nation as the relation of sex to education, it 
will fulfill its purpose." 
lledical Science was one of the pioneers in Social Relations. Its 
earl,y approaches were those of venereal disease control. This narrow 
jJ Edward H. Clarke, Sex in Edncation, Boston, 187.3 
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field was soon f'ound to be inadequate to cope with the entire subject. 
Dr. John H. Stokes reviews the growth of' Social Relations in an outline 
which he terms "Eras in the Sex Behavior Struggle". The f'ive panels of' 
this review are SWIIIII8l'ized below: 
6 
"In the .nineteenth century, medical science took the initiative. 
Sex diseases were recognized as a social as well as a medical problem. 
They riddled personal and f'smU..y lif'e unawares, with widespread in-
. f'ection and disastrous consequences due to the ignorances of' the 
public and medical profession regarding diaposis and treatment by 
such medical measures as existed. During the lete nineteenth cen-
tury when the blood test for identification of' disease became kn01111, 
a general lay movement against promiscuity gathered headway. The 
media of' lectures, books, religious admonitions, organization of' 
propaganda groups, and ef'f'arts to control prostitution were utilized. 
The era of' the World Wars su the greatest advancement. Public 
Health agencies found disease prevalent among teen agers and were 
pushed into a large scale effort to control venereal disease by 
treating every infectious perscn they could possibl,y reach. Public 
Health authorities recognized that penicillin and other medications 
were not the 8l181l'8l' to venereal disease prevention, but control of' 
promiscuity was. This resulted attar social, moral, and legal con-
trols, used in World War I failed. The intensive effort to break 
the "Conspiracy of' Silencen was launched just prior to World War II. 
Another phase of' this review from 1900-1950, shows the forces 
that arrayed themselves against the family: namel,y, increased use 
of' contraceptives, mechanization and the automobile, promiscuity on 
the increase, alcohol and its increased grip on the social order, 
greater ampl.oyment of' women, increased housing probl8111111 broken 
social ties and controls, marriage no l~er a sacrament but a foot-
ball, and the decline of' taste end decor {Cinema, song, literature, 
end behavior is influenced by sex.) 
Hope for resolving this social problem was renewed in 1945 
with the recognition of' the f'smU..y as the logical and phylogenetic 
antidote to promiscuity. There has been a grass root demand for 
knOifledge of' f'smU..y life and sex information. The col;l.ection end 
experimentation of' related data as well as JDBthode of' education are . 
still being examined; f'or mere knowledge is not sufficient to elim-
inate problems resulting from promiscuous and loose living.n JJ 
l/ John F. Stokes, ll.D. Opening Rewks to 1950 Class in Family Living 
and Sex Edp.cation. llimeographed Brochure, University of' Pennsylvania, 
19.50. 
7 
Education in social relations.- There has been at least a quarter 
of a century of controversy aver what is the educational province of the 
home and that which is in the school. As tinll progressed, 1110re and 
1110re was tumed aver to the school. The home has, however, justifiably 
clung t~iously to its right to educate its children in social rela-
tiona. Parents have begun to realize that they have not been prepared 
to cope llith the fast pace and great strain under which we live toda.Y 
and as a result are gradually relinquishing the child's total education 
to trained specialists. Elizabeth s. Force says "step by step as the 
character of our civilization has changed, the school has accepted y 
greater responsibility for total education". This does not mean that 
homs and church are not integral parts of this education. It just 
emphasizes the fact that total education is a co-operative venture. 
Education begins in the home and is carried on throughout life by 
heredity, environment, and act11al teachings. The school and the church 
s11pplement. this education. Social relations should begin in the early 
formative years at home and continue in the home with co-operation of 
school for scientific data, and church for 1110ral ethics. Mr. William 
Benedict in his report on Social Hygiene courses to the Connecticut. 
State Depart11111nt of Health says: "Basically, we need whole-hearted co-
operation of the home, church, and development of str~ moral fibre 
and character from the time a child is in the cradle. n 
jJ Elizabeth S. Force, "Toms River Meets a Challenge", Prosressive 
Education, (April, 1947). 
2/ William F. Benedict, "Report of Social Hygiene Guidance Courses", 
Connecticut State Department of Health, (1949). 
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Dr. Edith Hale Swift wrote a conversational type book portraying 
the step by step methodology a parent should use in educating his child. 
In the introduction, Dr. Switt sa.ys of her book: 
"The steps will offer the necessary amount of factual data, 
will foster a large measure of llbolesome attitudes toward that 
dsta, and ultimately, I hope, indicate a line of action in keep-
ing with the high desire of deep abiding satisfactions consistent 
with the rights and aspirations of others. This integration of 
personality is of long, slow growth-much of it accomplished 
between the lines, as it were, of this dialogue. It I were to 
name the keynote of this integration, it would be confidence-
to meet life squarely, unafraid, and unashamed. Surely we llbo 
are responsible tor these ~qr children will not wittingly deny 
them such an integration. "l/ 
There is no doubt that the fam.Uy ~s a large part in the total educa-
tion of the child. Ernest Groves puts it as follows: "The mere fact 
of social continuity fran generation to generation demonstrates the 
success with which fam.Uy carries on a great part of the training for 
21 
life llbich perpetrates the culture." 
The breach between home and school training became intensified 
with the developing complexities of society. "As culture develops and 
its resources accWIII1late, the educating activities necessarily beco11111 
more social conscious, and, as a consequence, the school as a fundamen-
tal social institution emerges and takes over responsibility for the 
. :J/ 
greater part of what to us is counted as education." 
iJ Edith Hale Swift, .M.D., Step by Step in Sex Education, Macmillan 
Compan,y, New York, N. Y., 1950. 
2/ Ernest R. Groves 1 The Family and. its Social Functions, Lippincott 
Company, New York, 1940. 
:J/ Ernest R. Groves 1 The Fam!J y and its Social Functions, Lippincott 
Company, New York, 1940· 
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This breach between family and educational institution is not a fester-
ing sore; it is simpl.y the natural relinquishment of' obligation in 
order to Pa.Y more attention to increased entanglements in the maze of' · 
social living. 
Educators have come to the realization that these very tensions 
embodied in today' s society make it imperative to bridge this gap with 
a sturdy construction that will ll:l.thstand the wrath of' a rapidly moving 
civilization. Youth itself' made the .f'irst step in· this direction, 
when they petitioned schools and colleges .f'or instruction along the 
lines of' Social Relations. "The first of' these giving college credit 
was taught in 1923 by Ernest R. Groves, then professor of' Sociology at 
!I 
Boston University.• This bridge shall be di.f'.f'icult to construct as 
parents are not cognizant of' the role they and the school must pls.v in 
training youth. In view of' this .f'act, education must build this bridge 
.f'rom both ends: namely, teach adults as well as children. WhJ' teach 
adults inf'ormation they already !mow? The question is 11do they !mow?" 
In a news report of' a Protestant conference on Family Living, the follow .. 
ing statements WBre reported. Reverend Norris C. Robinson, a 
llinneapolis Presbyterian ministei' and member of' the public school board 
said: "Yan.Y parents f'eel inadequate of' doing the job themselves and 
welcome assistance .f'rom both the church and school." The Reverend 
Sidney W. Powell, Pastor of' Tremont Temple Baptist Church, Boston, said 
n •••• it is the responsibility of' parents. But practically, since so 
maqy parents refuse to assume this responsibility, it is necessary .f'or 
if Gladys H. Groves, Jlarriage and Family Lif'e, Houghton, lli.f'lln Company, 
Boston, 1942 PP• 371. 
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some other agency to assume it." It becomes apparent that educators 
lllllst teach the adults wh,:v and how to gain adequacy and assume parental 
responsibilities. Mr. Benedict s8,18, "there is immediate need for 
preparation of adults that they may adequately and satisfactorily anSller y 
questions of children without dela,y or embarrassment. 11 This process is 
gradually being accomplished through the media of lectures, discussions, 
and courses sponsored by church, civic, professional, and social organ-
izations. Increasing amounts of instructional literature in popular 
magazines and movies ere also being employed to aid the parent. 
The surest method of insuring the proper background for parents is 
to educate the future parents. This is the job of the school. Twelve 
years of most children's lives are spent in school. Jmch can be done in 
this time to train them in Social Relations. The child thus trained and 
a parent indoctrinated by the pressure of his child's questions and 
propaganda in the field will help to bring a future generation well 
founded in the principles of Social Relations. 
Authorities ere in agreement that education for Social Relations is 
a cUIIIIllative type of training beginning in infancy and carried on through 
adulthood When the pupil becomes the teacher. There ie need, however, to 
bring all this cUIIIIllati ve knowledge, garnered through the years, to a 
head, and to correct any falsehoods or misconceptions. The best time to 
-l:b this is during the adolescent years when conflict and confusion demand 
proper guidance. 
jj United Press news item-Washington "Hartford Times", Date unknown. 
Y William F. Benedict, 'Report of Social Hygiene Guidance Courses," 
Connecticut State Department of Health, 1949. 
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The national picture.- The prevalence of problems in the Social 
Relations area in the United States and the role education can play is 
seen in the following stat8JIIIInts: n •••• the extent to which education 
must in the future place greater eqmasis upon personal growth is very 
evident in the following social picture in the United States: 
A high rate of juvenile delinquency. 
5% or 1 out of 20 will spend so11111 time in mental institutions. 
8% or 1 out of 12 babies are born out of wedlock, 
10% or 1 out of 10 will suffer from a mental breakdoli!l at some 
time in their lives. 
!I 3~ or 1 divorce was granted for every 3 marriages in 1945" 
The prospects for the future do not look much brighter unless 
some form of enlighten~~~~~nt is brought to our young men and women. 
Dr. Harold Christensen carries this thought a bit further in his 
book surveying the relationships of men and women during courtship and 
after marriage. He sa,ys: 11It is important that educators consider such 
findings carefullY'. These differences reflect the whole atmosphere of 
home and surroundings. They have little or nothing to do in most 
instances with sex education in the narrowest sense of the term. But 
they emphasize the need for building up good personalities and provid-
ing a normal social life for ,.aung people as a basis for the wise 
choice of a mate. High schools have given too little attention to the 
21 
importance of developing the personality in these area.s. n Projecting 
i/BOard of Public Education "School Counseling-A Five Year Report", 
Philadelphia, Pa., 1947, PP• 1. 
21 Harold Christensen, ll'arriu:e AnAlysis, Ronald Press, New York, 1950. 
this same thought Professor Paul Landis oi' the State College oi' 
Washington sqs: 
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•In America, one in i'ive marriages ends in divorce; lll8ll3' 
others are unhappy. Such disorganization in the most vital oi' all 
hWl1811 relations calls i'or attention and action. Young people 
already sense the need. High schools and colleges must put the 
problems oi' preparing youth i'or ei'i'ective and permanent i'amily 
relations i'irst upon their list oi' objectives. Let those who reel 
that young people in high school and early college years are too 
young to stud;v problems oi' marriage and i'amily consider the i'aot 
that 12 out oi' every 100 girls in the United States and almoat 2 
in every hundred boys marry between the ages oi' 15 and 19. More 
young women marry during the ages 17-20 than any other age. More 
young men marry during the ages 21-24 than any other time. Young 
people in school are not too young to stud;v objectively and 
scientii'ically a venture which they themselves are alread;v cont~ 
plating. Heretofore, marriage and i'amily relations have received 
too little attention in the schoolroom. Now we realize that the 
school must develop philosophies oi' lii'e and train i'or social 
adjustment as well as teach basic skills."l/ 
The State Picture.- Connecticut's social status is a smaller 
panorama oi' the national picture. The state began to recognize the 
need i'or social relations in 1946 when an assistant in health education 
was aPPointed to work with Department oi' Venereal diseases on a program 
· oi' social hygiene education. In the i'iscal year 1948-1949 this assistant 
gave 58 individual lectures to youth, the total attendance reaching 
11689. This is an extremely small number to reach when you consider y 
some oi' the statistics that have been pieced together in this i'ield. 
For ..,.ample, in 19471 12$ or 1 divorce was granted i'or every 8 marriages 
}) Paul H. Landis, Your Marriage and Family Living, McGraw Hill Book E. 
Jr., New York, 1946• 
2/ The i'acts and i'igures representing the State picture and presented on 
these pages were complied by the suthor i'rom, personal interviews with 
agency heads, various State Department reports, World Almanac, Ini'orma-
tion Please Almanac and the Digest oi' Connecticut Administrative Reports. 
They are accurate to the extent that they relate what was gathered i'rom 
the aforementioned sources. They are reports oi' state controlled agencies 
only. They do not encompass services rendered by private, local govern-
ment, and other social agencies. 
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in Connecticut. The State Bureau of lfental Hygiene reports for the 
same yee:r that the Child Guidance Clinics opened a total of 11091 cases 
and were pressed to handle more, but lack o:t: persOilllel and facilities y 
prevented it. The Department of Venereal diseases recorded 21319 y 
cases of venereal disease in 1948-1949. During the same yee:r 113 
women were found positive to the Wasserman Blood Test in prenatal }} 
examinations and 293 persons on premarital examinations. 
Broken homes • another vital cog in social relations which results 
in needed adjustments especially for children, has affected the sum of 
51018 children brought under the care of State agencies for placement 
and service for the same fiscal period. 
The State Commission on Al.coholiiiDI in its three years of existence y 
has accepted for treatment an average of 1200 patients per yee:r. 
The d~ency problem also points toward a definite need for 
action. The Connecticut State Prison at Wethersfield has 744 male in-
mates. The Jleriden School !or boys which has a median admission age of y 
fifteen, has 422 boys under its care. Long Lane School for girls 
where ~ umred 1110thers ere confined has an inmate population of 136 
and 196 on outside placement under term 811pervision. The Connecticut 
Reformatory for boys from the ages of 16-25 has 237 as its average 
number of inmates. 
The farm and prison for liOIIISn ages 16-21 whose habits are in danger 
of falling into a life of vice, has 168 adults and 47 babies in resi-
dence and 183 on parole. In the 3 year period from 1948-1950 there were 
jJ See P. 1~. footnote 2 
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1231 269 live births, of which 11 941 or 1.5% births were out of wedlock. 
Jlonetary expenditures for these state services are extrEIJIIIIly 
costly. The total expenditures for the bureau of child welfare above 
is $110861074. Consider ths savings to the taxpa;ver i1' some of these 
now essential services could be reduced through proper social rela-
tions guidance of the adolescent and other youth. 
The state in recognition of the latter has been giving impetus to 
the movement for social h,ygiene courses for youth. It has encouraged 
schools to give courses in this field. There is in the planning phase 
at this tims, a teachers' syllabus in the field of social relations. 
There is also in a formative stage a group who wish to plan a council 
for the motivation and inservice training of more teacher and person-
nel in the field. In !!ddition to this plen1 three of the state 
teachers' colleges are giving courses in the Social Hygiene area. On 
the secondary school level, 37 out of 94 high schools are reported as 
J,/ 
giving sp~ific courses in this field. 
It is obvious that Connecticut recognizes that there are social 
adjustments needed by a considerable number of' its citizens. A great 
deal of' money is spent annually on protective and corrective measures, 
and, as has been pointed out, there is now a movement for more prevent-
ative measures. 
The literature leaves little doubt that there is need for social 
relations, guidance, and instruction on the broad front, but again it 
l/ See P. l2, footnote 2 
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IIDlSt be emphaeized that each local cOIIIIIIWlity is an entity unto itself' 
and no ~ad panorama can be said to apply to any given geographical 
locale or individual. 
The 1ocal scene.- In a town with a population slightly over 5,000 
according to the 1950 census and a high school population of nearly 
::DO, the following mosAic was pieced together. A small town should 
naturally have a lesser incidence of the so called moral and social 
breakdown. Research has brought to light the fact that in the years 
1948-1950, inclusive, there were 34.3 live births in the town. Of these, 
seven or 2 per cent were born out of wedlock. This does not include 
people who successfully managed to give birth in another state, or 
J/ 
stillborn children of Ul11flld mothers •.. 
The problEIIIl of the broken holll!l is considered by the authorities to 
be a leading factor in our social disintegration, particularly as it 
affects the home life of the child. It was discovered by investigation 
of the attendance registers on file at the Superintendent's office, 
that 22 or 11 per cent of the studeut body for the· year 1951-1952 are 
placed out children. (Placed out children are minors who are put in 
foster hOIII!Is for supervision and guidance.) In Bloomfield High School 
. 21 
there are 18 placed by wel1'are agencies and 4 placed by individuals. 
A previous study of graduates and their activities gives a fairly 
adequate picture of the marital situation in town, especially as to the 
· jj Classified source 
z/ Office of the Superintendent of Schools, Bloomfield, Connecticut 
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proximity of marriage to the completion of school. This study covers 
the wsr years from 1941-1945 which may color it slightly, yet still be 
, \indicative. J .~.ti' Of the 197 graduates surveyed, one fifth of them are married. 
,tt (One fourth are girls, and one seventh are boys. or this group 10.2 per 
,,,._.~ 
:>i' 
cent were married within one year after leaving school, 3(). 7 per cent 
within two years, 38.4 per cent within three years, 20.5 per cent with-
in four years, 1.5 per cent within five years, and 1.5 per cent before 
leaving. 
Of the 53 non-graduates surveyed, a little over 45 of them are 
married. Of this group, 8.3 per cent married within one year after 
leaving school, 33·3 per cent within two years, 25 per cent within 
three years, 16.6 per cent within five years, 8.3 per cent within aix y 
years, and 8.3 per cent before leaving. 
Recent de'l!elopments, as the result of the Hartford area vice and 
narcotics drive, have implicated Bloomfield teen agers. The Hartford 
n8118paper carried the following new item. "Arrested Saturd83' by 
Hartford Pollee in a Yain Street service station was B. s. P., 21, of 
Bloomfield. Arrested also was 16 year old V. A. L., Bloomfield ••••••• 
The pollee said the girl had quit school when she was a sophomore after 
a long record of truancy. She is on probation as a juvenile delinquent 
on charges of shoplifting and other wmamsd charges ••••••• Both P. and 
the girl were charged Sunda,y with violation of the prostitution act •••• 
·Further implicated by the girl were two other Bloomfield girls, one 15 
i/llsrcia Zabriskie, "A followup of graduates and non-graduates of 
Bloomfield High School 1941-1945" Boston University, unpublished thesis, 
1948. 
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the other 16. One to be charged with violation of the prostitution act 
!I 
the other with manifest danger of falling into habits of vice." 
The literature continually points to the need for Social Relations 
instruction. It is true that in most instances the unusual is pointed 
to as having the need. This group has the greatest need for help, but 
it is the purpose of this survey to find out if the so-called average 
also have problems that could conceivably lead to more serious trouble. 
jj Hartford Ty...e, February 41 1952 
• 
CliAP'l':m Ill 
l!ETHOD OF J!ESEARCH 
The population.- The social picture of the nation, state and 
town as well as an indication of the needs have been described in the 
preceding chapter. The survey to be conducted is of the 201 members of 
the student bo~ of Bloomfield High School to discover what if any prob-
lems exist that might indicate a need for social relations instruction 
in the school. 
The town of Bloomfield is a suburb of the city of Hartford with a y 
population of slightly over 50()0. It is a town with a heterogenious 
group. There are sectional clashes within the town. In one group there 
is the farmer and his land, in the other the laborer who 110rks in Hart-
ford, and in the third the business executive and professional who makes 
the town his bedroom. Children i'rom all these groups are, of course, 
present in the school system. There is also representation from the 
three major religious groups as well as a small percentage of the negro 
race. 
Se1ection of the instl"•"!!'Pt·- Social Relations being the particular 
field that is to be surveyed, it is essential that an instrument that 
fits the given definition be applied in this investigation. The criteria 
for said instrument are as follows: 
j) Connecticut Register, 1951 
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1. Applicable to the area to be surveyed. 
2. Short enough to be administered with the minimum loss of 
school time. 
:3. Sufficient in number of problems in said area to get a well 
rounded sampling. 
4• Written on en understandable level of the students to be 
surveyed. 
;. Easy to administer. 
6. An instrument that does not focus undue attention on the 
area to be surveyed. 
7. An instrument that lll)uld allow the student complete ease 
and confidence in stating his problems. 
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In narrowing down the search for the proper instrument., the s.R.A. y if 
Inventory and the Mooney Problem Check List led the field. The 
J.fooney Check List was f'ina.l.J.y chosen as it was more readily adaptable 
.f'or survey purposes, whereas the s. R. A. Inventory leaned more tO'II'&rd 
a counseling tool. The Format of' Mooney' s Check List was more to be 
desired in the light of criterion number six. The breakdown of' problem 
areas by MOoney has four sections that coincide with the definition of' 
Social Relations as it is applied herein; therefore, this instrument. 
was selected and only these four sections will be used in the analysis. 
The Z:eliability of' the 1950 MOoney Check List was determined by a 
test and re-test procedure conducted by Leonard V. Gordon, on ll6 
college students wherein a correlation coefficient of .93 was found on 
the frequency of items marked at each testing. Further reliability is 
if H. H. ReJIIIII!rs and B. Shimberg, "Youth Inventory", Scientific Research 
Associates, Chicago, 1949. 
2/ Ross L. J.fooney and L. E. Gordon, "The J.fooney Problem Check List", 
The Pslphol.ogicaJ. Corporation, New York, 1950, Revised • 
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shown in a stud.V o£ four educational groups in which the list was admin-
istered from one to ten weeks after the first admi ni stration. The rank 
order o£ the eleven areas arranged by size o£ mean nQmber o£ problems 
checked in the area, remained virtually the same from one administration 
to another £or each o£ the groups. The rank order correlation co-
efficients varied from .90 to .98 as a result it can be said that the 
check list exhibits enough stability to warrant planning on the basis 
11 
o£ survey results. 
Administering the check list is to be the first phase o£ the sur-
vey. The list Will be given to the entire High School, grades 9 - 12 
on one dq during a given 45 minute period set aside for this purpose. 
The entire check list will be admlnistered but only four sections were 
used for the purposes o£ this survey; 1181118ly1 Courtship, Sex, and 
Marriage; Social Psychological Relations; Personal Psychological Rela-
tions; and HOllie and Family, plus a sampling o£ some o£ the applicable 
answers to ~estions two and three o£ essa, type questions, (see Check 
List in Appendix) • Typical case studies o£ Bloomfield teen-agers are 
to be used as exsmpl.es o£ serious probl81118 in each area. Each hOIIIe-
room teacher is to administer the test after a briefing by the author. 
Each is BJ.so to be given the same set o£ instructione £or conducting 
the survey which read as indicated below. 
"This is not a test. We simply·wish to have you tell us about the 
problems that CCIIICern high school people. All o£ us have problems. We 
can understand ourselves and others better i£ we know what these prob-
lellll are. I£ you answer truthfully and frankly how you feel toward 
i/ R. L. )looney and L. V. Gordon, llllannal for Jlooney Problem Check 
Lists, The Psvcholorlcal Corporation, New York, 19501 Revised. 
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each problem presented in this check list • then we can use the results 
to make our school more interesting and enjoyable, and possibly change 
OJ! introduce new courses. Your responses to this check list are 
strictlY cpn1'i.d8Qtial,. No unauthorized person will have an opportunity • 
to see your responses, to be sure of its confidential nature only your 
age • grade • and . sex are required on the face of th.ts questi onnjai re • 
no "!1!1!!'.. You ms.Y1 if you like, place s01118 identifying mark on it so 
that you ms.Y later recognize it, it you wish to discuss it with some-
one on the faculty. Remember, be frank; no problem is too small or too 
large to be overlooked. I.t your girl or boyfriend doesn't kiss you 
goodnight and this bothers you, it's a problem. Now let us read the 
directions." 
The analysis does not follow .the prescribed method as shown on 
the check list form. A problem is to be considered indicative whether 
underlined. or circled. No differentiation is to be made between the 
emphasis put on the problem by putting a circle around the number, or 
merely indicating by underscoring. The reason for this is that all 
that is or concern in this survey is a count or problems in the area or 
Social Relations which the pupil will indicate are or concern to him, 
not the seriousness of the given problem. 
The tabulation of the results is tc be done by finding the .fre-
quency or problem indications in each of the four areas. This is to be 
further broken down into grade (which give an approximate age level ror 
each group) and sex. The percent. of persons checking problems in a 
given area by sex and both seDs combined, the percent of problems 
indicated in a given area by sex and both sexes combined, the me~ 
number of checks per area by sex and both sexes combined and the mean 
number or checks per student per area by sex and both sexes combined. 
This was done ror each grade and the whole school. The problems were 
then listed .from that with the greatest frequency regardless or area 
to that with the lowest. Computations were also made using all four 
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areas coiabined to give a total picture. 
It was telt that this method would give a more accurate idea ot 
the number, types ot problems, snd the trequency at which these problems 
occur. In briet, it gives the picture by grade, slllt, and as a school. 
Consideration must be given to the tact that in a check list that 
11:1.11 be used in such a manner as this, the scores are nothing more than 
an indication ot the relative frequency and does not 1118asure intensity 
ot a. problem. This instrument there! ore may serve as a direction 
tinder and a means ot locating a concentration ot problems. Ita beat 
purpose is the discoverer ot relatively numerous or tew problema in a 
given area in relation to what the school and comnumity are willing 
and wish to do about them. 
The author !eels that some basis tor considering what is aignitic-
' . ant in these statistics is the following statement by the school prin-
cipal. "We try to adhere to a precedent that has been established 
through the years ot giving or continuing a course it at least tive 
people wish to take it. That is with the proviso that the teachar and 
·jj 
other necessary facilities are available." 
Analysis ot data b7 the methods described above should show whether 
or not there is need tor Social Relations instruction in Bloomfield 
High School. 
jJ George Perry, Principal, Bloomfield High School. 
CHAPrER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
Each o! the !our areas used in this survey will be ahalyzed 
separately, then a total SWIIIIIoBl"y will be presented. Each area will be 
introduced by a case stud,y, typical o! cases which have been referred 
to judicial authority !rom the town surveyed. 
Courtship. Sg and Vgrriw.- This section is one o! the most 
important, due to the !act that problems in this area cause undue 
J/ 
emotional strain: The case o! Jane B. described below E~X~elllpl i fies 
the emotional strain aDd related problems, both recognized and unrec-
ognized, that a young girl cen have. 
Case o! Jane B, 
Family Pattern 
Jane comes !rom a congenial family o! !ive members. Her 
mother and !ather have been married se-.enteen years and have three 
children. Jane has two brothers, aged thirteen and eleven. She 
has a room o! her own in a !ive room, com!ortably furnished, 
single house, located in the middle class section o! town. Her 
!ather earns enough to support the family adequately. Jane is the 
major problem. She is unmanageabl.e and claims to love her mother 
at times aDd to hate her at other times. · 
PersonA11 t1 
Jane is 15 years old, 51 li" tall, 122 pounds, a dark blonde, 
untid,y looking, sullen and yst pretty when she smiles. She is 
unstable, stubborn, and will not adjust to changing situations. 
She has an above average mental capacity. 





Jane used to be interested in tennis and sw:l.mming1 but does 
neither now. Her .famil,y has moved quite often, including several 
different states. She had her .first eJq>erience in sexnal inter-
course with an older lllllll when she was tan. She was arrested .for 
having illicit relations with a group of five or six men in a 
car. She readily admitted this and attested to the fact that she 
.frequentl.,y had such affairs with other groups in deserted fields 
or in automobiles. 
Investigational Resu1ta 
1. Jane ia impudent and lacks respect .for authority 
2. She is slovenl.,y and careless about her personal appearance. 
3· She is unable to adjust to new environments. 
4. She .feels she knows how to entertain on a date. 
5. She learned sex from her friends, especiall.Y menstruation. 
6. Jane is often blue and sad and wishes she were dead. 
7. Jane has anti-social tendencies. 
8. She does not think abe has done anything wrong because 
she is not pregnant. 




No single case can be said to appl.,y exclusivel.,y to any one area 
of this survey; however 1 JDaliY of the statements made by the investig-
ator above can be sean as problems indicated as troublesome by man,y of 
the students surveyed. The .first tan out or thirty problems in this 
area (see table I below) indicated by 170 students dovetail with .lllallJ' 
problems .found basic by the investigator in Jane B1 s case. 
Table I: The first ten problems according to frequency 
o! occurrence in the Courtship, Sex and Marriage 
Section. 
No. Problem Frequency 
l Needillg sex information 34 
2 Not being attractive to opposite sex 26 
3 Not !mowing how to entertain on a date 26 
4 Too !ew dates • 25 
5 Loving someone who doesn't love me 24 
6 Having dates 23 
7 Disappointed in a love a!!air 22 
8 Wondering 1! I'll ever find a suitable mate 20 
9 Wondering how !ar to go 11:1.th the qposite sex 19 
lO Wondering 1! I'll ever get married 19 
25 
It should be noted that numbers two and three (both o! which rank 
second) in Table I were very definite !actors in the case related above. 
The frequency o! checks per problem by classes and by sex points 
up some interesting information. (See appendix page 51) The top 
problem in this area "Needing sex information" was checked by eleven 
freshman girls, seven freshman boys, seven junior bop, no senior boys, 
and the remaining nine were practically evenl,y distributed throughout 
the remaining groups. This phenomonon cannot be applied as a general 
rule, but in ID8li,Y instances where the freshmen girls have concentrated 
on a problem there is a comparative concentration among the junior boys. 
Serious consideration should be given some problems that are not 
in the upper grouping. The 'lll'iter !eels that such problema as concerned 
over proper Sex Behavior 1 finding it hard to control sex urges 1 and 
worried about sex diseases, which received !rom 3 to 16 checks merit 
immediate attention. (See appendix page· 52) 
A comparison o! the various classes and the boys and girls o! the 
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respective classes indicate the particular groups that need the oost 
• 
attention. Table II below shows that oore freshman girls have more 
problems then any other group. It also points out that 80.3 per cent 
of sophomores checked problems, which is greater than any other class. 
Table II: A comparison of results of the 170 students 
on the Courtship, Sc and Marriage Section 
of Survey by sc and class. 
49 Freshman 33 Sophomore 45 Junicr 43 Senior 17.0 Sch ol 
.. .. Ill ., 
.. 
'01 .. '01 Ill '01 ., '01 ~ ';:! ~ ';:! ~ ~ ~ ';:! ., ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
II:I ~ E-t II:I ~ E-t II:I <!l E-t II:I ~ E-t II:I 
Mean number 
of checks 
per problem 1.6 6ti _7_._7_ .9'3 1.5 2.6 2.0 o.36 2 • .1.. 1.3 1 • .1.. 2.2 5.'3 
Mean number 
of problems 








at least one 
problem . 50.0 96.6 73.4 50 70.0 80.3 b5.3 42.0 76.6 40·8 66.6 65.1 57.8 
The group that indicated the least number of problems and the 
least number of people checking problems were the junior girls. 
This group shows only 0.38 as the mean number of checks per problem 
and only 0.58 as the mean number of checks per individual, while 
only 30 per cent of the problems were checked by 40.8 per cent of 










The data shOIVs a preponderance of problems &D:~ng the girls except 
in the Junior class where 65.3 per cent of the boys checked 73.3 per 
cent of the problems, while only 42 per cent of the girls checked 30 
per cent of the problems. 
The total picture shows that not a single problem escaped atten-
tion and 66.6 per cent of the students surveyed checked at least one 
problem in this area. Serious consideration should be given the fact 
that no class in the school indicated less than 55.5 per cent of the 
problems and none had a mean number of problems of less than 1.5 per 
individllalo 
The data full,y indicatee that teen,;.agers do have problems in the 
area of Courtship, Sex, and Marriage and that their problems do cause 
emotional strain that can in extreme cases cause the eventual delin-
quency of the individual as in the case of Jane B. 
Social. PsYcholoWal Re1ations.-- This section surveys the problems 
that concern the individual's relationships with his contemporaries and 
other members of his society. It is an area that may be overlooked as 
a source of worry. However, to the teen-ager this can be the root of 
all his problems. The spit- of his existence is to be one of the 
gang, to be accepted, to be a regular guy. Man,y problems grow from 
this germ which can branch o11t and wear on the psychic make-llp of the 
11 
individual. In the case of Bil.ly L. described below, we can see to 
what lengths a bojr will go to be accepted. 
jj Classified source, 
Case ot Bll.ly L. 
Faml Jy Pattern 
Bil.J..y comes i'rom a !amil,y consisting of his mother, !ather 
and 16 year old sister. His home is neat and comi'ortable. The 
t8mil.y income iS average. Bil.J..y has alwa,ys been a problem at 
home because of his moodiness. 
Personality 
Bil.J..y is 14 years old, 51 4" tall, pale, blue eyes, mature, 
co-operative, and !rank. His school record is poor but no indica-
tion of his being a trouble maker. His parents are unable to 
control him. He has an I.Q. ot 75 on the Stanford-Benet L Examin-
ation. He is in 'the ninth grade. 
Historz 
Bil.J..y has a good past record; this is his first offense. He 
enjoys football and baseball but does not get much chance to plq. 
He claims the boys pl.a,y mostly basketball in his neighborhood. 
He was arrested on a buri}.ary charge with three other boys. Flash-
lights, tools, and some money was found in his cellar along with 
other loot that had been taken in the robberies. Billy said he 
did not !mow the other boys too well, but wanted to be friendly. 
He did not want to slltal w:i.th them but neither did he wish to be 
called "chicken" and thereby be excluded !rom their group. He is 
neat, clean, and wants to be accepted. 
Investigational Resu1te 
1. Bll.ly is not etrong enough to rise above the group with which 
he aseociat.ee. 
2. He need! to be taken awa,y !rom areas where he can make 
undesirable contacts. 
3. Bil.J..y is very suggestible and ot low intelligence. 
4. His behavior and attitude is generally not accepted by many 
ot hie schoolmates in spite of his ettorts to be one ot them. 
5. He has to be treated much younger than his chronological sge. 
6. He shows a complete lack of social sense. 
7. Billy has difficulty in finding and keeping friends. 
Charge 
Burglary 
All teen-sgers are not as weak as Billy but many are troubled 
with the same major problem, that. of wanting to be accepted. The 
results ot the survey definitely show that the pupils at Bloomi'ield 
High'School have a great number of problems in their relationship 
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with other people. Billy'~ problem i~ expre~sed by them in the two 
top ranking problems in this section. Fifty of the students expressed 
desires to be more popular and forty wanted a more pleasing personality. 
(See Table III) As can be seen in the table the ten problems that were 
indicated most frequently are all closely allied to the basic problem 















Table III: The first ten problems according to frequency 
of occurrence in the Social Psychological Section. 
Problem 
Wanting to be more popular 
Wanting a more pleasing personality 
Worrying how I impress people 
Getting into arguments 
Feeling inferior 
Being timid or shy 
Slow making friends 
Feelings too easily hurt 
Finding it hard to talk about my troubles 
Lacking leadership ability 
Getting embarrassed too easily 
Being left out of things 















(There are 13 problems listed due to the fact that four problems 
occupy tenth place). 
The problems in this area received frequencies from 3 to 50. 
Those in the frequency group of 3 to 17 should not be disregarded as 
they are equally as important to the individuals who indicated them 
as the other problems. (See appendix Page 54) Such problems as 
"Feeling like nobod,y understande me" 1 "Having feelings of extreme 
loneliness," "Too easily led by others" are significant in themselves 
as far as social relations are concerned. 
In this section the figures show a rather odd situation. The 
.,... 
freshmen girls indicated 96.6 per cent of' the problems to lead all 
other groupings by sex, whereas the Freshmen boys were the lowest with 
only 63,3 per cent; of' the problems indicated, On the other hand, the 
:Senior boys indicated 78.5 per cent; of' the problems which is greater 
than any other male group, and the senior girls were second to the 
freshmen with 83o3 per cent, The remaining groups ran fairly even as 
can be seen in Table IV below, This erratic concentration of problems 
is unexplained, 
Table IV: A comparison of the results of' 170 Bloomfield 
High Students on the Social, Psychological 
Section by Sex and Class • 
.!lean number 49 Freshmsn 33 SophOlllOres 45 Juniors 43 Seniors 170 School 
Ill 
';;j ~ ';;j Ill ';;j ~ ';;j Ill ~ !:! i Ill r-i .. Ill !:! ~ ~ ~ ~ .., ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ IIl E-1 E-1 IIl E-1 IIl E-1 IIl 
.llean number of' 
checks psr 
1."1 16..1 n .. Ahl'"JD. 7."16 1.0" 1.9 2.6 L6 L3 2.9 1..4 2.4 3-9 5.3 1L8 
.llean number of 
problams per 
3.5 individUal L6 17.3 4.5 2,8 2.6 2.6 l.S 2.1 1.9 2 2.7 L9 4-05 
Per cent of 
problems checked 
at least once 63.3 196.6 %.6 73.3 76.6 96.6 173.3 ~3 E!l6{f, 78.5 83.3 9.3.3 9).6 100. 
Per cent of' ind.-
ividuals who checked 
at least one problem. 50.0 96D 73-4 63.6 ·90. 75.7 76.9 63-5 71J. 6:W ro.~ 69:; 62.6 81.6 
Analysis of' Table IV shows that proportionately fewer Senior girls 
indicated a high percentage of proble11111. The sophOJilOres had 90% of 
their girls check problems as compared to 80.9% of' the senior girls, 
Only 50 per cent of' the f'reshm.sn boys indicated problems in this area, 









e.zcept in the case of the juniors where 13.4 per cent more boys checked 
problems than girls~ 
Comparison by classes show that 2o3 per cent more sophomores checked 
problems than the next nearest class namely the freshmen. 
There is little doubt that guidance and help are needed when 72.3 
per cent of 170 people indicated all the problems with a mean of three 
problems per person and 17.1 checks per problem. 
These problems are serious; it is not a case of teen-agers out-
growing certain ideas. One author puts it as follows: "There is every-
where concern for the problem child; we study problems of adolescence; 
books are written about the breakdown of marriage and family life; and 
there is national concern about the welfare of aged people. But at 
whatever age difficulties arise, the basic problem is failure in inter-}/ 
personal relationships." 
Personal Psychological Re1atiops.-- "One of life's earliest, most 
difficult, and most painful lessims is that we cannot indulge without 
discrimination the varied impulses and desires that are constantly being 
aroused and seeking avenues of apression without getting into trouble 
21 
with society or creating confiicts within ourselves." All age groups 
suffer with these inner conflicts. Some are temporary, others ere 
permanent. The high school pupil is more apt. to have the temporary 
tYPe• It is generally going to be intense while it lasts and disrupt. 
the normal equanimity of the individual concerned. In some cases this 
problem ~ be of an enduring nature, in others permanent. The extreJDB 
1j,J<jfT. Landis and ll. G. Landis, Personal Ad.lustment llarriage and 
FwP v IJ.ving, Prentice Hall, New York, 1950· 
21 D. A. Thorn, "Guiding the Adolescent", Federal Securitv Agencv, 
U. S. Childrens Bureau • 
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is, of course, when these conflicts result in actions that are contra-
ry to the accepted standards of society. The case described below is 
tYPical of a given incident referred to Judicial authorities from the 
J/ 
'rbwn of Bloomfield. 
Case of Richard R. 
Fpmil y Pattern 
Richard lives with his parents and four brothers in a six 
room single house. The house is cJ.ean, moderately furnished, and 
in a fair neighborhood. The family income is around seventy 
dollars per week, Richard is next:. to the youngest and shares a 
room with his younger brother. 
Person&11 t:v 
Richard is 14 years ol.d, tall, thin, and does not l.ook 
ph,ysical.l.y strong. He is shy and noncOIIIDUili.cative, He has 
viol.ent expl.osione of temper. He is stubborn and refuses to do 
his share of chores around the house, He often has fights with 
his brothers. He is nervous and l.acks sel.f control.. 
Historz 
The interviewer found Richard very· reticent and hard to readl 
in his initial. contacts with the boy. Richard has a very poor 
school. record, He has had troubl.e with his teachers and has a 
record of truancy. He is unco-operative, insol.ent, and is prone 
to cry When trapped in a lie. He has an I,Q, of 94 on the 
Stanford Benet Test. Richard is nervous, unstabl.e and has an 
inferiority compl.ex. He hal few friands. He is carel.ess and 
sl.ovenl.y in appearance. Richard was referred to this authority by 
a neighbor after inflicting a beating on an elderly man who asked 
him not to trespass on his property. 
Investigptionpl R!sults 
1.. Richard is reticent about talking. 
2. He l.oses his temper easily. 
3· He fights frequently with acquaintances; therefore, he 
cannot keep friends. 
4• Richard cl.aims he doesn't care about having friends. 
5. Richard is hypersensitive to any reference concerning 
his attitude. 
6. He l.acks confidence in his ability to accomplish an,ything. 
7 • He has a 1110rbid fear of being ridiculed for doing something 
wrong 
8. Richard thinks his brothers get 1110re privileges than he • 
. 9. He thinks no one understands him. 




Richard may or ma.Y not be guilty o! being an incorrigible, but his 
problems are symptomatic o! lllllll,Y other people his age. It is a matter 
o! degree in Which they vary. In Table V below llla1\Y o! the same 
problems are indicated by the participants in this survey. The fourth 
ranked problem in Table V below seems to be Richard's chief' problem. 
Table V: The first ten problems according to frequency 
o! occurrence in the Personal Psychological 
Relations Section. 
No. Problem Frequency 
1 Taking some things too seriously 49 
2 Worrying 42 
3 Being nervous 3S 
4 Losing 1If1 temper 35 
5 Not taking s01118thing seriously enough 34 
6 Da,y dreaming 33 
7 Lacking sell confidence 32 
8 Forgetting things 31 
9 Wishing I were never born 28 
10 Ai'raid o! making mistakes 25 
Anyone o! the ten problems listed in the above table is enough to 
cause an adolescent some concern. It is especially significant when the 
person recognizes this problem as in the case o! this survey. It is 
serious when ten people signi!y thet they have thought about suicide, 
and two are bothered by thoughts o! insanity. The frequency o! checks 
!or problems in this section range !rom 1 - 49, (see appendix page 54) 
and all problems were checked at least once. 
The freshman girls again showed more interest in this area than any 
single group. The senior girls ran 2.6 per cent behind the freshman 
girls in the per cent of them that indicated problems in this area. 
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(see Table VI below) llore junior boys checked problems in this section 
than,y an:~ other group. It should be .noted that 72. 2 per cent of the 
senior boys checked 90 per cent of the problems to equal the 90 per cant 
of the problems checked by 98 per cent of the freshman girls. 
Table VI A comparison of results of 170 Bloomfield High 
Students on the Personal Psychological section 
by sex and class. · 
49 Freshman 33 Sophomore 45 Juniors 43 Seniors 170 School 
.. .. .. ~ .. ~ .. ~ .. ~ .. .. I! .. ~ .. I! ~ I! .. g -g i -g i ..., ..., ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ 0 E-t 0 E-t E-t IQ E-t IQ 
llesn number of checks 
per problem 2.0' 5·2 7·2 1.0 1.8 2.8 1.9 1.6 3.6 1.5 3.2 4·7 6.5 
llean number of checks 
per individual 2.! 6.2 4·4 2.? 2.5 2.5 2.2 2.6 2.4 2.1 4·5 3·3 2.3 
Per cent of problems 
70.( l;o.o checked at least once ~.o 63.3 p6.6 ~.o 70.0 V<J.c [X).O 73·3 ~6.6 3·3 90 
Per cent of problems 
checked at least one 
problem. 79.] 98.0 p7.7 ~1.e 77 '8.~ 84.~ ~4.~ ~4.4 72.~ ~5.7 79 72.2 
Table VI also points out that the girls en masse are troubled to a 
much greater extent b.;r these problems than are the boys. 
A need for some type of help is definitely indicated when 84.1 
per cent of the student bod.Y check a mean of 3.2 problems per individual 
and 18.2 is a mean number of checks per problem. 
Personal-Psychological relations .are the type that usual.l.y cause 
.. 






an inner seething which eventually comes to a boil, bubbles over every-
. thing, spoiling all it touches. Usn,y authorities, as was pointed out 
in chapter two, feel that the school is responsible for the total educa-
tion of youth. Personal-Psychological relations is an integral part of 
total education. 
HOJll!! and F!!J!!i 1 y.- The origin and logical location for guidance of . 
youth toward social and emotional maturity is in the h01111. No h01111 1 
ho118Ver1 is without its share of tension. Tension is the ke~ to family 
living. Tha severity and diiJ:'ability of these tensions are embodied in 
the growth and character of the family unit. If these tensions are met 
and conquered, greater seciiJ:'ity and happiness is found. On the other 
hand, if allowed to qontinue, smolder and flare up spontaneousl,y, 
severe reactions are apt to be noted on the members of the family and 
particularl,y the children. It is the responsibility of parents tQ 
protect their offspring from this holocaust 1 to love them and guide 
them. 
The holilll and f&IIILJ..y is the strongest single force that either 
contributes or retards and prevents the making of a juvenile delinquent. 
Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck sa,y: 
"There is a certain cohesion in the families of good boys 1 
a 'we' feeling of strong emotional ties. Here we come close to 
the heart of the whole matter. The most significant factory in 1U13 
boy' s life is his relationship with his parents and especiall,y 
with his father. When it is disturbed as it so often is in sordid 
surroundings--the child is in danger ••••••••• He has a deep, 
passionate need for emotional identification with his father; he 
needs an ideal image, a paternal, older, wiser friend. That deep 
human hunger for emulation will be turned elsewhere--and perhaps 
the disappointed boy begins to worship' the strongest, boldest, 
tougbest, ne'er-do-well in the district'!y' 
. 
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The situation described by Mr. and Mrs. Glueck is equally true of 
11 girls as it is of boys, as seen in the case described below. 
Case of Mary H. 
Fami J y Pattern 
Mary is a member of a family of six; her parents, two brothers, 
age 15 and 1.31 and a sister, age 4• Two of the children are 
placed out. Both her mother and father come from broken homes. 
Mrs. H. married late in her sixteenth year and had her first 
child, Mary, early in her seventeenth year. Mrs. H. lived with 
in-laws the first fevr years of her marriage. She felt that she 
was forced to give into her mother-in-law all the time and had 
no control over her child. Mr. H. feels he is hated by his 
neighbors and refuses to have aeything to do with them and has 
forbicklen Mary to associate with them. The housekeeping stand-
ards of Jlary1 s home are very low. 
Persop!ll tz 
Mary is 15 years old, a tall girl with a poor complexion, a 
cute slllil~, healthy, and of good appetite. She is very friendly, 
and likes to have friends. She thinks many of her schoolmates 
are 11high-hat 11 • Yary has ambitions of becoming a commercial 
artist. She is a high school sophomore with an I.Q. of 11.3. 
Her school record is bad. 
History 
.llary is a pleasant girl to talk with. She likes to go to 
movies and roller skate. llary was arrested on the basis of a 
complaint by her parents llho reported her missing. She was picked 
up returning home with a man at 5: .30 a.m. She admitted allowing 
herself to be picked up by this man and had visited a couple of 
taverns, then agreed to go for a ride with him. The man in 
question said she refused to have intercourse with him but did 
feel him up and eeemed quite BJIPerienced in leading men on. Yary 
has quite a reputation as a teaser. She has attempted to run 
alfe3 from home on two occasions. 
Investigational Resqlta 
1. .llary1 s home is usually very dirty. 
2. There is a lack of affection between parents and children • 
.3. Jlary does not recognize the poor housekeeping standards 
of her mother. 
4. She would like to live awa:y from her parents. 
Y Classified source 
;. She realizes what she has done is wrong, but she wanted to 
hurt her parents. 
6. She enjoys the companionship of her few friends and would 
like to have more. 
7. She feels that acquiescing to the extent of being a tease 
helps her to keep her few boy friends. 
8. She does not think that feeling men up is wrong as long as 
they don't bother her. 




It is satisfying to see that the results of this survey show that 
the least troublesome area among Bloomfield students is the relation-
ship between child and parent. However, this group is not without 
problems some of which can be as serious as the problems of Mary H. 
llors than 11 per cent of the students checked the top problem, that of 
worrying about a member of the family. This is probably not the most 
serious problem en the list (see appendix page II 58) but smong the 
first ten, according to frequency of checks, (see Table VII below) are 
more important items that need consideration. 
Table VII The first ten probl.ems according to frequency 
of occurrence in the Home and Family section 
No. Problem 
1 Worried Sbout·a member of the family 
2 Not telling parents everything 
3 Parents not understanding ms 
4 Parents favoring a brother or sister 
5 Parents expecting too 1D11Ch of me 
6 Clash of opinions between me and rq parents 
7 Family quarrels 
8 Not getting along With brother or sister 
9 Being treated like a child 
10 Parents sacrificing too mch for me 
10(11) Not having fun with mother and dad 
10 (12)Parents making too ~ decisions for me 
10(13) Parents not trusting ms 
10(14) Talking back to rq parents 


















In the problems listed above it can be seen that seriousness of 
any given problem would depend on its intensity. Man,y of them if dwell-
ed upon by the individual concerned could cause emotional upset. 
A greater percentage or sophomore girls ·checked problems than any 
other group. They were closely followed by the freshman girls. The 
freshman girls exceeded the sophomore girls by 10 per cent in the 
number of problems checked. Of the senior boys 37.3 per cent indicated 
83o3 per cent of the problems to equal the freshman girls. (See Table 
VIII below) The juniors showed the least interest in this section with 
the lowest record of problems checked held by the junior girls and the 
lowest per cent or students checking problems held by the junior boys. 
Table VIII A comparison of results of 170 Bloomfield High 
students on the Home and Family section by sex 
and class 
43 Freshman t33 Sophomore 45 Juniors 43 Seniors 170 Soh ol 
., ., ., ., ~ ., 'a! II 'a! ~ 'a! ..!l 'a! ., ., ~ ., ~ ., ., l ~ ~ .g g .g ~ ~ .., ~ !'. .g -g Mean number of Ill t3 E-t t3 E-t al ~ Ill a E-t a E-t 
checks per 
b.73 2.a o.z. 1.~ b.7~ _m'oblem 3.5 1.6 ).47 1.2 0.9 1. < 2.2 2.8 5.8 8.6 
Mean number or 
checks per 
individual ::>.92 3.3 2.1 1.09 1.? 1.'> o.8~ ).73 .Sl 1.~ l.S 1.5 1.0 2.0 1.5 
Per cent or .t"''OD.Lems 
checked at least 
once 53.3 !3. ~ 10.0 26.6 73. 0 76.6 50.0 33. ~ >6.1 50.0 '3·~ so 83. 0 100 100 
Per cent of indiv-
iduals who checked 
at least one probleo 41.6 68 ~5.1 45.4 '2.'l )3.6 26.9 36.8 n.1 54.5 57 .l 55.8 37." 59.7 \.8.8 
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Analysia of Table VIll shows that the freshman and senior classes 
checked the greater per centage of problems than the other two classes, 
but the percentages of sophomores checking problems exceed all other 
classes. 
Although this area shows the least number of checks per problem 
with a median of only ten, 48.8 per cent of the school population 
checked 100 per cent or the problems. The frequency of checks range 
from 2 to 19. These figures show that in spite of the relative position 
of this section, they are sufficient to merit~he attention of the 
school authorities. 
Responses to essay questions.-- One of the phases of this survey that 
is deemed important is the answer to two questions students were asked 
to write out. They were: (1) How would you SUIIIllal'ize your chief problems 
in your own words? (Write a brief sUIIIIIary.) (2) Would you like too 
have more chances in school to write out, think about, and discuss 
matters of personal concern to you? -- Yes -- No. Please SJ!plain how 
you feel on this question. 
It is not feasible to give a complete analysis of the answers to 
question one, but a fair sampU ng is presented. The response to this 
question was not compulsory; still 123 of the 170 people wrote a brief 
SUIIIIlllll'Y ot their problems. 
Some of the responses by freshman girls are as follows: "I don't 
know how to entertain on a date." "There are some things I would like 
to know about that I don1t. How to act when I go out with boys and have 
a good time and keep m:r reputation." •Sometimes I am not as honest as 
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I should be. I often find m,yseli' attracted to strange people that 
would not be accepted by m.r family." "I'm too stubborn and have too 
many inferior complexes." 
Responses by freshman boys are as follows: "I get into arguments that 
usually end up being fights. I get in more fights than anyone in m.r 
neighborhood. I'm left out ,of a lot of things. 11 "Not having a pleas-
ing personality." "I like the school which I go to but the kids in 
school do not treat you as they should. The kids in school do not !mow 
about the outside world. The mothers and fathers bring their kids up 
to hate colored kids. When I was in the low grades I used to pl113 with 
white kids and girls. As the kids got older the mothers and fathers 
told them not to ~ with colored kids." 11I do not have many girl-
friends; I keep forgetting or putting things off." 
Sophomore girls made the follolling COiliiiSllts: "I have the temptation to 
steal even when I have the money." 11J(y pareqts think that I should be 
in by eleven on non-school nights. Some social affairs don't end till 
twelve and boys always take me somewhere to eat. I'm getting so that 
I don't care about what m.r parents S83•" ")(v father •••• 1113 father's 
a rWIIID.Y and when he's drunk he's mean and stinking. He won't ·go to 
work; he won't let me or ma out of the house but he lets 1113 brother do 
everything. He blsmes me for everything that happens. He's alw113s 
got some snotty remsrk to everyone I !mow. He can't keep a job1 so far 
since school started this year he's had three." "Although I have three 
sisters and a brother I often feel very lonely. We aren't living in 
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our om home and I can't have m.y friends call me or come to see me;,;, 
llfost of the time I 1m taking care of m.y brother and sisters so I don't 
get out much. When I do go out, I find it very hard to meet new people 
and get acquainted. n 
Sophomore boys contributed the following problems: 11I don't !mow the 
right thing to say or do at the right time. I have trouble mixing with 
people; some make fun of me." ''Why do kids alW83'S talk about other 
people? Especial.ly in this school all they do is gossip. You can't go 
steady with a girl or even go on a date without the kids thinking you 
did something wrong." 11Being timid and thought to be highhat~ Not 
particularly interested in the opposite sex but feel left out when 
others are." 
The junior girls indicated the following as their chief problems: 
11M3' chief problems are not getting along with m.y sister and having 
difficulties over this witlt m.y parents. Not making friends easily." 
11M3' chief problem is losing m.y temper. What is the thing that I could 
do to control it? I have a very soft heart and I sm a person who can't 
take a joke like other kids m.y own age." 11M3' main problems are how to 
stop being so nervous." "Being ill at ease at social affairs, being 
talked about, serious-mindsd, not living up to m.y idea, wanting a 
better personality, not living with parents, no one to tell problems to." 
The junior boys had the following as problems: 11Not !mowing how to 
entertain on a date and afraid of close contact with the opposite sex 
and other things on dating and the opposite sex. 11 11M3' chief problems 
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are real.l.y faults in m.v own personality and body. Bad temper, lack of 
self control, asthma all have to do with me-either mental.ly or 
physical.ly." ''Well, in m.v own words I am just one of those 'Happy go 
luck;y' kind of guys. I'm just carefree. I don't care what I learn 
or do. I don't think of the future and m.v plans. I wait for them 
untU they come, although I do worry over trivial things sometimes." 
,-
Problema of the senior girls are: "Because of being too nervous and 
taking things too seriousl,y, I'm not at ease with ID.SilJ' people espec-
ial.l.y at social gatherings. Sometimes the least little thing people 
S83 bothers me, but I like to have lots of friends." "I have a feel-
ing of unsureness, especial.l.y When it comes to being popular. I try 
hard and sometimes get results, other times m.v attempts to make people 
(especial.l.y m.v own age) like me are useless." 11At home I live with m.v 
mother, uncle, and brother. Y,y uncle is always telling me What I can 
do and What I can't• If I ask m.v mother something and she says "yes"• 
he'll say "no" end there general.l,y is friction there. Y,y brother is 
alwtJ3s used as sn example. Not being trusted to take the car." 
"Another thing is that the kids always bring up sex in conversation 
which I· don't like for I don't think it's proper. If we could have 
some course so that they csn discuss it there instead of with a group 
of kids." 
The following are samples of the senior boys' comments: "Chief problem 
is whether or not to break up with m.v girl. Don 1 t know whether or not 
she is going out with me just for a steady date or if she real.J,y cares 
-~ ~ 
for me." "Not having a regular allowance or income. I! I had a reg-
ular income it would cross out mostly all m.y other troubles." 11I think 
about things before the time comes when you should start thinking about 
them." "I don't get along with most of the students at school.• 
The fact that only 47 people did not answer this question is 
positive evidence that there is enough thought attached to these prob-
lems to merit consideration by the faculty. There is a sufficient 
variety of problems as written by the students to substantiate the 
results of the check list. 
It would be negligent on the part of the educational institution 
of the town to allow this situation to continue without some effort be-
ing made to assist in this vital matter. Further emphasis to the fact 
that these young people want aid can be seen in answers to question 
number three. 
In response to the question, "Would you like to have more chances 
in school to write out, think about, and discuss matters of personal 
concern to you? ••• yes ••• no. Please explain how you feel on this 
question?" 81 answered 11yes~ 35 "no" and 54 did not indicate either. 
A brief sampling of some of the answers to the second part of this 
question follow: A junior boy says, 11Yes, concerning sex that is one 
of the most joked about things in the school but one of the most serious. " 
A junior girl stated, 11I think that we should have more chances in school 
to write out, think about and discuss matters of personal concern because 
it will help us teen-agers to get acquainted with the teacher and matters 
that concern others. We can help the individual matters if they are 
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discussed." A sophomore girl said, "Because of some problems I have 
it is best to forget about them, others could be solved i! talked abollt.n 
A sophomore boy is very sure when he said, "No, I think that anything 
personal is m.v ai'fair and !Ill work it ollt the best was I can, besides, 
we 
who in school wollld/be able to talk to?" A senior bot said, "Whatever 
m.v problem is I want to work it o11t m,vsel!. There will be plenty of 
things that will give yo11 a problem and nobod,y will help yo11 with. You 
have only one friend and that's yo11rsel!. 11 A senior girl answered as 
follows: 11If we yo11ngers had ollr elders, someone with more knowledge 
of subjects of life and everyda:y problems, I believe we collld under-
stand more what we have to face and look forward to.11 A freshman girl 
with a positive answer gave this reason' "I think there shollld be a 
teacher who wollld voluntaril,y take an ext;ra class to teach things we 
don't know or can't find o11t about at home. It ahollld be callsd the 
t Learning the Facts' class. n A !reshman boy SUJIIlled it up as follows: 
"We can learn so IDilCh about other people's belief, likes, dislikes 1 and 
opinions. I wish we collld have such disc11ssions on religious beliefs 
and most personal problems. They can give us a different 011tlook on 
life. And we'll know what to do when those obstacles face 11s. 11 
The Willingness and eagerness or the school poplllation for a co11rse 
in social relations is "GGphasized by these statements. It is folly to 
ref11se a grass root demand for a felt need. It wollld be futile to offer 
such a course if there were no need for it, but the figllreS speak for 
themselves. There is both a need and a demand for it. 
Reviewing the pict11re from the point of view or the school as a 
unit it is .f'ound that not a single problem escaped attention, that only 
16 out of' 170 students did not check a single problem, that the mean 
number of' checks per problem was 1.4.61 and the mean number of' problems 
per individual was 10.3. 
The problems that received the greatest attention .f'ro.m. the total 
school population are shown in Table ti below. This table shows rank 
of' problems regardless o£ section. (This can be seen in appendix Page S9) 
Table IX The .f'irst ten problems according to frequency 
of' occurrence regardless of' section reference 
No. Problem Frequency 
1 Wanting to become more popular 50 
2 Taking some things too seriously 49 
3 Worrying 42 
4 Wanting a more pleasing personality 40 
5 Being nervous 38 
6 Losing 11\Y temper 35 
7 Not taking some things serious enough 34 
8 Needing sex in.f'ormation 34 
9 Worrying how I impress people 34 
10 Da.ydreaming 33 
Recognition of' a problem is not sufficient training .f'or social 
relations. Young people should be given opportunity to discuss these 
problems and devise methods .f'or overcoming them. The logical place 
to afford them this opportunity is in school. When the problems are 
known to exist and the pupils recognize these problems end went 
guidance in combating said problems, it is p<ior policy for the school 
to continue to ignore this search for effective living. 
CHAPl'ER V 
SUMI.!ARY AND COOCLUSIONS 
S:mopsis.- Sex Education, Character Guidance, and Home and 
Family ll ving are a few of the titles used to describe the type of 
material covered in what thia thesis terms Social Relations. The 
attempt in this paper is to delve into the peysical, emotional, and 
moral make-up of man. Yore specifically Social Relations are the 
characteristics of man as affected b,t his mutual and reciprocal 
interest in himselfi others, snd society. 
The purpose of the research was to determine whether or not the 
generalization made in the literature regarding the American social 
picture and adolescent needs in this picture were applicable when 
community differences were accounted for. 
Accomplishment of the research was attained through the media of 
the Mooney Problem Check List which was administered to 170 Bloomfield 
Connecticut High School students. Only the areas of the check list 
that applied to the definition of this paper were used in the survey. 
The findings and conclusions drawn as a result of this survey are to 
be presented to the town• s Board of Education in order that they might 
review a previous decision not to sponsor a similar course. 
Significant findings.-- There is little doubt that problems in 
varying degrees of intensity do exist in Bloomfield. A few of these 
problems have led to cases requiring specialized care and court action. 
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The st~dent population bears o~t the current trend or finding life a 
very intricate and p~zzling venture which engulf's the weaker and aver-
age in'llivi~al as it does in the State and Nation. This !act is 
brought home emphatically When it is realized that 90·5 per cent or 
the student bod,r surveyed indicated at least one problem was trouble-
some to them. Further meaning is established by !act that the mean 
nwuber o! problems per student is 10.3. 
The type o! problems bear out the need !or a course in Social 
Relations. The section o! this survey that received the greatest 
attention was the area o! Personal Psychological Relations. This area 
was closely followed by Social Psychological Relations then Courtship, 
Sex and Marriage, and !inal:l..y Home and Family. None o! the problems in 
the !our sections or the survey escaped attention and the range o! the 
!req~ency in which the problems occur are !rom one to !llty 1 and the 
mean nwuber o! checks per problem is 14.6. 
e:>\l' The !rmale population o! the school has the greater preponderance 
o! problems, particularly the freshman girls. This, it ma.v be said, 
is ooe to their lack or maturity. However, the freshman boys compare 
very favorably in this respect with other classes. There was no single 
group that had less than 26.9 per cent or its membership indicate 
problems in a given area. Problems o! all kinds and degrees are ever 
present among the school population. 
Recommendations.-- It is suggested that the administrative 
authorities take under immediate consideration the advisability o! 
establishing in the high school a course that will cover the vital 4B 
issues contained in this survey with the aim of alleviating said problems. 
It is further suggested that a personal counseling service be established. 
The latter shall be a place where a teen-ager will go freely and willing-
ly to discuss his problems. It should also be the locale wherein teach-
ers can refer their problem cases far help, guidance and discipline. 
It in no way be inferred that this would interfere with the guidance 
services now in existence; this is personal. Another step that. could be 
taken is an in-service course for teachers to bring abOut an ~enos ot 
what these teen-age problems are and hence a better understanding of the 
emotions that motivate high school people to their nWIIBrous and sundry 
activities. 
The author is aware that the cost of implementing the aforementioned 
services in-toto are considerable, but in view of the demand by the 
student population for someone or someplace to discuss their problems 
the following is suggested as an alternate plan: 
Establish a course in Human Relations with a teacher well qualified 
to handle such a course. In addition to the teaching of this course 
said teacher will be the Personal Counselor. For such services as this, 
Pa.Y the teacher the same differential paid the Guidance Counselors. 
There will undoubtedly be some objection to a plan such as 
proposed here. Parents are still not wholly in agreement that the 
school should invade what they feel is wholly the province of the home. 
Certain church groups also feel that this is primarily a moral question. 
The question will also be raised as to how valid a survey such as this 
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is. Answering these questions is difficult but it should be reiterated 
that teen-age problems ma,y or ma,y not be serious and that emphasis on a 
problem was not given consideration in this survey; it is merel,y an 
indicator. As an indicator its value lies in what the school, . parents • 
and town are willing to do about it. Social Relations is a cooperative 
enterprise and all social institutions, home, church, and school play a 
very important role in it. To date the Bloomfield school system has 
not taken an active part in this training. 
The information as presented in this paper definitel,y points Up 
the need for a course in Social Relations. It is inconceivable that 
Bloomfield can continue to ignore this need. The school population has 
problems and demands a means to discuss • and reduce the incidence of 
anti-social tendencies. 
Suggestions for further research.-- The following suggestions are 
items the author round that need answering in the course of his 
research. 
1. A comparison of the Results of Bloomfield High School on the 
Mooney Problem Check List with a comparable school which has 
an effective Social Relations Course. 
2. An investigation of the local conmnmfties in and around 
Bloomfield as to the need and potentiality of establishing 
a cooperative Child Guidance Clinic. 
3• Determine the effects of such personal problems as "Wanting 
to be more popular" and "Wanting a 1110re pleasing personality" 
on the e1110tional stability of a teen-ager. 
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4• A follow-up survey where a course in Social Relations is given 
to see what if any effects it has on parents of children who 
have taken the course. 
• 
5· A survey or the fundaW~ntal. differences of opinion between 
clergymen regarding Social Relations. 
6. The eetablishment of a complete in-service program in Social 
Relations for teachers. 
7. An investigation into the causes of Sex Delinquency to detel'-
mine whether or not certain t;ypes of cases could have been 
prevented through the media of education. 
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CHART I - mRKSHEET OF SCCRES ON COURTSHIP • SEX AND llARRIAGE 
BY~. GRAll!!: AND SCHOOL 
:: § f J~ ~~ a .. ~~ "'" J~ "' "' i!~ ,g$! ~'i! '01 i~ 0~ PROBLEM 8-B §B Q)B '8 f,8 1,8 'i,g 
""' 
fl) ...,. fl) 
""' 
...,. fl) 
E-1 ~ ~ lQ ~ ~ ~ ;::t gj 
Lng dates 13 2 1 2 18 1 2 1 1 
ward in making a date 6 0 0 0 6 2 2 5 2 
mixing well with the opposite sex 6 3 1 1 ll 3 0 2 0 
being attractive to the opposite sex l4 3 0 3 2J 3 1 2 0 
being allowed to have dates 8 6 0 0 l4 1 0 0 0 
suitable places to go on dates 3 1 0 4 8 2 1 2 1 
!mowing how to entertain on a date 12 1 0 3 16 5 0 4 10 
fndates 12 3 1 2 18 1 3 2 1 
!lid of close contact with the opposite 11111: 2 1 0 2 5 2 0 2 0 
arrassed by talk about sex 2 1 0 4 7 0 0 1 1 
appointed in a love affair 10 2 0 2 l4 1 2 4 1 
L friend 1 0 0 0 1 3 4 4 1 
friend 12 3 0 2 17 0 0 0 0 
Lding whether to go steady 3 3 2 3 ll 0 0 3 3 
daring if I'll find a suitable mate 10 1 1 3 15 2 3 0 1 
11g in love 5 1 0 1 7 0 0 2 1 
ing someone who doesn't love me ll 0 0 3 l4 3 0 5 2 
iding whether I 1m in love 5 1 0 0 6 3 1 2 1 
iding whether to beeolll!l engaged 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
ding advice about marriage 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 
ng with someone m,y fsmily 110n1t accept 6 2 0 1 9 1 0 1 0 
aid of losing the one I love 4 0 1 2 7 1 0 1 0 
ak1ng up a love affair 2 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 2 
daring har far to go withtle ogosite sex 8 1 1 0 10 2 . 3 4 0 
daring if I'll ever get married 12 l 0 2 15 3 1 0 0 
nking too much about sex matters 2 1 0 0 3 0 1 0 1 
.cerned over proper sex behavior 4 3 1 2 10 1 1 3 1 
Lding it hard to control sex urges 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
Tied about sex diseases 2 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 
'ding information about sex matters ll 4 2 1 18 7 2 7 0 




....... T T L ~ 
....... i f '01 § ~ ~ ., 
'8 ~ ~ i '01 Q) '8 E-1 "' 
""' 
fl) fl) E-1 
5 l4 4 2 3 23 
ll 8 2 5 2 17 
5 9 3 2 1 16 
6 17 4 2 3 26 
1 9 6 0 0 15 
6 5 2 2 5 12 
10 17 1 4 4 26 
7 13 6 2 3 25 
4 4 1 ~ 2 9 
2 2 1 1 5 9 
8 ll 4 4 3 22 
12 4 4 4 1 13 
0 12 3 0 2 17 
6 3 3 4 6 17 
6 12 4 0 4 2l 
3 5 1 2 2 10 
10 l4 0 5 5 24 
7 8 2 2 1 13 
0 1 0 0 0 1 
0 3 0 0 0 3 
2 7 2 1 1 ll 
3 5 0 3 2 10 
4 3 0 1 2 6 
9 10 4 5 0 19 
4 15 2 0 2 19 
2 2 2 0 1 5 6 5 4 4 3 16 
4 0 0 2 2 4 
1 2 1 0 0 3 
16 18 6 9 1 34 ' 
160 238 72 67 66 448. 
~ I 
CHART ll - FROBLEII3 m THE COURTSHIP, IW!RIAGE1 AND SEX SJOC:TION 
m THE CIUlER OF FREQUENCY CE. OCCURRENCE 
52 
Problem Frequency 
Needing sex information 
Not being attractive to opposite sex 
Not knowing how to entertain on a date 
Too few dates 
Loving someone who doesn't love me 
Having dates 
Disappointed in a love affair 
Wondering i! I'll find a suitable mate 
Wondering how far to go with opposite sex 
Wondering i! I'll ever get married 
Boy friend 
Awkward making a date 
Deciding whether to go stead,y 
Concerned over proper sex behavior 
Not mixing well with opposite sex 
Not being allowed to have dates 
Girl friend 
Deciding whether I'm in love 
No suitable place to go on dates 
Going with someone liJ1 family won't accept 
Afraid of losing one I love 
Being in love 
Afraid of close contact with opposite sex 
Embarrassed by talk about sex 
Breaking up a love affair 
Finding it hard to control sex urges 
Thinking too much about sex matters 
Needing advice about marriage 
Worried about sex diseases 


































CHARr III - WCI!KSHI!Er OF SCClRFS 00' PERSOO'AL PSYCHOLOOICAL 
RELATIOOS BY SEXES, GRADE AND SCHOOL 
-
J. 2: J I l.!l ,...,. ~- ~. ~ k •.-I ~~ l~ '-' ·r -ar ~l FROBLEJ.I .,,.. l:t3 .g~ fllO ~ at~ .g~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ::I 
Losing ley temper 8 4 3 3 18 9 1 4 tfaking some things too serio11sJ..y 15 5 4 11 35 4 4 4 
j:Being nervo11s 6 4 7 9 26 3 2 3 
Getting exx:ited too eaaiJ..y 2 2 1 1 6 0 1 0 
jworrying 8 5 4 9 26 7 2 4 
jDaydreaming 11 3 2 4 a> 2 2 8 
Being careless 5 0 0 1 6 2 2 1 
~orgetting things 7 4 5 2 18 5 1 4 
Being lazy 4 1 0 0 5 3 1 0 
!Not taking some things seri.o11sl,y enollgh 8 3 2 3 16 6 3 4 ~odiness, •having the bl11es" 7 4 0 5 16 2 1 2 
1Tr011ble making 11p ley mind abo11t things 6 2 2 1 11 1 0 2 
Afraid of making mistakes 8 5 2 3 18 2 1 3 
trooeasiJ..y disCOilr&ged 3 0 2 5 10 1 2 3 
Sometimes wishing I'd never been born 9 3 2 8 22 2 2 2 
Afraid to be left alone 1 1 0 3 5 0 0 0 
Too easiJ..y moved to tears 7 1 1 4 13 0 0 1 
Failing in so JD8ll3 things I try to do 5 0 0 3 88 4 1 2 
lean' t see the Val11e of most things I do 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
~nhappy too much of the time 2 1 1 2 6 0 0 0 
jBeing stubborn or obstinate 7 2 1 1 11 1 1 1 
~ending to exaggerate too much 2 0 0 1 3 1 0 1 
Having bad l11ck 5 0 0 1 6 1 1 4 
!Not having any f11n 2 1 0 2 5 2 1 0 
Lacking self-confidence 11 2 5 4 22 1 1 3 
!Too many personal proble~U~ 3 1 1 2 77 2 0 0 
jHaving memories of an llnhappy childhood 0 0 1 2 3 0 0 0 
!Bothered by bad dreiiiiiS 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
~ometimes bothered by thollghts of insanity 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
trhoup;hts of silicide 2 0 1 5 8 0 0 1 
Total 155 54 49 95 353 61 ~ 58 
'(;\ ~ 


































i J k k 
I) .s:: § ·a f) g. l: f) fl) ... fl) 
17 5 7 6 
19 9 8 13 
~ 6 10 13 3 1 4 
15 7 8 12 
1? 5 10 5 
"I 2 1 2 1~ 5 9 5 -~ 2 0 1 
14 6 6 8 
9 5 2 6 
7 2 4 5 
1~ 6 5 4 2 5 6 
11 5 4 8 
1 1 0 3 
7 1 2 5 
9 1 2 3 
1 0 1 0 
~ 1 1 3 3 2 3 
3 0 1 2 
6 1 4 2 
1~ 2 0 2 3 8 9 
5 1 1 2 
0 0 1 2 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 1 
~ 0 2 6 































CHART IV - Pfi.OBIJ!J.5 IN THE PERSONAL PSYCHOLOGICAL SEX:TION 
IN CIIDl!R OF FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE 
Problem 
Taking some things too seriously 
Worrying 
Being nervous 
Losing my temper 




Wishing I were never born 
Afraid or making mistakes 
lloodiness, hwing the blues 
Trouble making up my mind about things 
Too easily discouraged 
Being stubborn or obstinate 
Too easily moved to tears 
Failing in so many things I try to do 
Having bad luck 
Being careless 
Thoughts of suicide 
Being lazy 
Getting Emlited too easily 
Too many personal problems 
Not having .any run 
Unhappy too much or the time 
Tending to exaggerate too much 
Afraid to be lett alone 
Having msmories or an unhappy childhood 
Can't see·value or most things I do 
Sometimes bothered by thoughts of insanity 
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CHARr V - WORKSHEET OF SC<RFS ON SCX::IAL PSYCHOLOGICAL 
RELATIONS BY SEXES • GRADE AND SCHOOL 
17! ~ ~~ :: l~ !:l" "'" ~i J~ ~l ]~ ~~ PROBLEM ID-ol 8-a IDB 11)0 8'.8 l;t!l l;III Cll Cll 
'"' 
Cll .., 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ;:j ~ 
Getting into arguments 3 0 4 3 1.0 6 l 3 
Hurting people's feelings 4 0 l l 6 0 l l 
Being talked about 4 3 2 4 13 0 l 2 
Being made fun of 3 0 0 0 3 l 2 l 
Being "Different" 4 3 l 0 8 l l l 
Wanting a more pleasing personality 17 4 3 5 29 4 2 2 
Not getting along well with other people 0 l 0 0 l 0 0 0 
Worrying how I impress people 12 2 4 4 22 3 3 4 
Too easily led by other people 2 3 3 2 7 0 l l 
Lacking leadership ability 2 3 3 2 1.0 2 2 3 
Slow in making friends 6 3 3 2 l4 l l l 
Being timid or shy 9 5 l 2 17 2 l 2 
Feelings too easily hurt 7 3 l 7 18 l 0 l 
Getting embarrassed too easily 8 3 2 2 15 2 l 0 
Feeling inferior 12 2 2 l 17 0 l 4 
Being criticized by others 3 l 0 0 4 0 0 0 
Being called "high-hat 11 or "stuck-up" 4 2 l 2 9 0 0 0 
Being watched by other people 4 2 l 3 10 0 0 l 
Being left out of things 8 l l 3 13 l l l 
Having feelings of extreme loneliness 5 l 0 3 9 l l 0 
Wanting to be more popular l4 8 4 6 32 3 3 9 
Disliking someone 6 l 0 0 7 2 0 2 
Being disliked by someone 4 l 0 2 7 3 l 3 
Avoiding someone I don't like 5 0 0 2 7 2 l 0 
Sometimes acting childish or immature 7 2 l l ll l 2 0 
Being too envious or jealous 5 0 l 4 10 l l 2 
Speaking or acting without thinking 7 0 l l 9 0 2 l 
Feeling that nobody understands me 5 0 l 2 8 1. 0 l 
Finding it hard to talk about my troubles 1.0 3 l 3 17 0 l l 
No one to tell mv troubles to 3 2 l 4 10 0 0 0 
Total 1.83 . 57 40 73 353 38 31 47 
... 
) 
~~ :: ~~ J i.s ~ Cll ~ 1 ~ ~ Cll 
4 l4 9 1. 
2 4 4 1. 
l 4 4 4 
0 4 4 2 
2. J 5 4 3 2l 6 
2 2 0 l 
2 ~ 15 5 l 2 2 
l ~ 4 5 
3 6 7 4 
0 5 ll 6 
0 ~ 8 3 
0 ~ 10 4 2 'I 12 3 
l l 3 l 
0 0 4 2 
0 l 4 2 
2 5 9 2 
3 5 6 2 
3 1.8 1.7 ll 
0 4 8 l 
0 7 7 2 
l 4 7 1. 
4 7 8 4 
l 5 6 l 
l 4 7 2 
l 3 6 0 
l 3 10 4 
_2 3 33 2 
44 l6o 221. 88 
") 
TOTALS 
"' ~ ~ 0 § i .., Cll 
'"' 
7 7 24 
2 3 10 
4 5 17 
l 0 7 
2 2 13 
5 8 40 
0 2 3 
8 6 34 
l 5 10 
6 3 1.8 
4 5 20 
3 2 22 
2 7 20 
2 2 18 
6 3 24 
0 l 5 
l 2 9 
2 3 ll 
2 5 18 
0 6 l4 
13 9 50 
2 0 ll 
3 2 l4 
0 3 ll 
l 5 1.8 
3 5 15 
2 2 13 
2 3 ll 
2 4 2IJ 
l 7 13 
87 1.1.7 513 
Vt 
Vt 
CHART VI - PROBLEUS m THE SOCIAL PSYCHOLOOICAL SECTION 
IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE 
Problem 
Wanting to be more popular 
Wanting a more pleasing personality 
Worrying how I impress people 
Getting into arguments 
Feeling inferior 
Being timid or shy 
Slow making friends 
Feelings too easily hurt 
Finding it hard to talk about ~ troubles 
Lacking leadership ability 
Getting ellilarrassed too easily 
Being left out of things 
Sometimes acting childish or i..omatu.re 
Being talked about 
Being too envious or jealous 
Being disliked by someone 
Having feelings of e xt.reme loneliness 
Being different 
No one to tell ~ troubles to 
Speaking or acting without thinking 
Being watched by other people 
Disliking someone 
Avoiding someone I don't like 
Feeling like nobody understands me 
Hurting peoples feelings 
Too easily led by others 
Being called high hat or stuck up 
Being made fu.n of 
Being criticized by others 
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CHART VII - WORKSHEET OF SCCRES ON HOME AND FAMILY SECTION 
BY SEXES, GRADE AND SCHOOL 
J~ :: :: ~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ! J~ ~ l)'il ~'il 0.-f 1 0~ .<::~ i~ .__, PROBLEM 2!<3 g.cg <3 ~ GIO §'S ~s {tl !!<. ., '":> ., ., 
. ~ (!l 
"' 
C\1 a- @ ~ ::l C\1 C\1 .-f E-t 
Worried about a ~r of the family 3 2 1 1 7 4 0 1 
Sickness in the fami.l,v 2 1 0 1 4 1 1 1 
Parents sacrificing too much for me 4 1 0 2 7 1 0 0 
Parents not understanding me 6 5 0 2 13 1 0 3 
Being treated like a child at home 2 3 1 1 7 2 0 1 
Not living with my parents 0 0 7 0 4 0 0 0 
Parents separated or divorced 0 0 1 2 3 0 0 0 
Father or mother not living 0 1 0 1 2 1 0 0 
Not having any fun with mother or dad 4 1 0 2 7 0 0 1 
Feeling I don't really have a home 1 0 0 3 4 1 0 0 
Being criticized by my parents 4 1 0 0 5 0 0 0 
Parents favoring a brother or sister 5 2 2 4 13 2 0 1 
Mother 2 1 0 1 4 0 0 0 
Father 1 1 0 2 4 1 0 0 
Death in the family 0 0 0 2 2 1 0 0 
Being an only child 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
Not getting along with a brother or sister 5 2 1 0 8 1 2 0 
Parents making too many decisions for me 3 2 0 0 5 0 0 2 
Parents not trusting me 3 2 0 1 6 0 0 2 
Wanting more freedom at home 4 1 0 1 6 1 0 0 
Clash of opinions between me and my parents 3 3 0 2 8 0 2 1 
Talking back to my parents 3 2 1 0 6 1 1 1 
Parents expecting too much of me 7 0 0 1 8 2 1 1 
Wanting love and affection 2 0 0 2 4 0 0 0 
Wishing I had a different family background 0 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 
Friends not welcomed at home 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 
Family quarrels 0 1 0 1 4 1 3 3 
Unable to discuss certain probleme at home 5 0 1 3 9 0 0 0 
Wanting to leave home 2 1 0 2 5 0 1 2 
Not telling parents everything 8 3 1 2 14 1 1 1 
Total 82 38 14 39 174 22 12 22 
-- - ---
~ 
~ ~ 0~ j .__, is ~ ., I) Gl gj t: E-t 
7 1.2 7 
1 4 3 
1 2 5 
0 4 7 
0 3 4 
0 0 0 
2 2 0 
2 3 1 
1 2 4 
1 2 2 
1 1 4 
0 3 7 
0 0 2 
0 1 2 
1 2 1 
0 1 1 
0 3 6 
2 4 3 
1 3 3 
0 1 5 
2 5 3 
0 3 4 
2 6 9 
0 0 2 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
2 9 3 
0 0 
' 0 l 2 1 9 



















































































































CHART Vm - PROBIEIS IN THE HOME AND FAMILY SEX:TION 
IN aiDER OF ~CY OF OCCURRENCE 
Problem Frequency 
WoiTied about member of fami.l.y 19 
Not telling parents everything 18 
Parents not understanding me 17 
Parents favoring a brother or sister 16 
Parents expecting too much of me 14 
Clash of opinions between me and IllY parents 13 
Family quarrels 13 
Not getting slong With brother or sister ll 
Being treated like a child lO 
Parents sacrificing too much for me 9 
Not having fun with mother and dad 9 
Parents making too .man,y decisions for me 9 
Parents not trusting me 9 
Talking back to IllY parents 9 
Unable to discuss certain problems at home 9 
Wanting to leave home 8 
Sickness in the fami.l.y 8 
Wanting more freedom at home 7 
Being critiCized by IllY parents 6 
Feeling I don't reslly have ahome 6 
Parents separated or divorced 5 
Father or mother not living 5 
Father 5 
Not living with IllY parents 4 
Mather 4 
Death in the rami\y 4 
Wanting love and affection , 4 
Being an only child 2 
Wishing I had a different fami.l.y background 2 
Friends not welcome at home 2 
• 
CHART lX - PROBIE!IS m CRDEII. OF FREQUENCY 
RIDARDIESS OF S:&:TION 
Problem 
1. Wanting to become more popular 
2. Taking some things too seriousl,y 
3· Worrying 
4• Wanting a more pleasing personality 
5. Being nervous 
6. Losing my temper 
7. Not taking some things serious enough 
8, Needing sex information 
9, Worrying how I impress people 
10. Day dreaming 
11. Lacking self-confidence 
12. Forgetting things 
13. Sometimes wishing I were never born 
14• Not being attractive to opposite sex 
15. Not knowing how to entertain on a date 
16. Afraid of making mistakes 
17. Too few dates 
18. Loving someone who doesn't love .me 
19. Getting into arguments 
20. Feeling inferior 
21. Having dates 
22. Disappointed in a love affair 
23~ Being timid or shy 
24. Moodiness, having the blues 
25. Wondering if I'll find a suitable mate 
26. Slow making friends 
27. Feelings too easil,y hurt 
28. Finding it hard to talk about my troubles 
29· Wondering how far to go with the opposite sex 
30. Wondering if I' 11 ever get married 
31. Worried about a member of famil,y 
32. Lacking leadership ability 
33· Getting embarrassed too easil,y 
34• Being left out of things 
35. Sometimes acting childish or i.arnature 
36, Trouble making up my mind about things 
37. Not telling parents everything 
38. Beirig talked about 
39. Awkward in making a date 
40. Boyfriend 
41• Parents not understanding .me 
42• Too easil,y discouraged 
43. Being stubborn or obstinate 
44• Parents favoring a brother or sister 
















































CHART IX - ( cont 1 d) 
Problem 
46. Concerned over proper sex behavior 
47. Not being allowed to have dates 
48. Not mixing well with the opposite sex 
49 • Being too envious or jealous 
50. Too easily moved to tears 
51. Failing in so m.any things I try to do 
52. Being disliked by someone 
53. Having feelings of extreme loneliness 
54. Parents expecting too much of me 
55. Clash of opinion between me and my parents 
56. No one to tell my troubles to 
57. Family quarrels 
58. Deciding whether I'm in love 
59· Being different 
60, Speaking or acting without thinking 
61. Girl friend 
62, BaTing bad luck 
63. Being careless 
64. No suitable place to go on dates 
65. Not getting along with brother or sister 
66. Being watched by other people 
67. Disliking someone 
68. Avoiding someone I don1t like 
69. Feeling like nobody understands me 
70. Going with someone my family won't accept 
71. Afraid of losing one I love 
72. Being in love 
73. Being treated like a child at home 
74. Hurting peoples feelings 
75. Too easilY led by others 
76. Thoughts of suicide 
77. Being lazy 
78. Getting excited to easily 
79. Afraid of close contact with opposite sex 
80. Embarrassed by talks about sex 
81. Parents sacrificing too much for me 
82. Not having fun With mother or dad 
83. Parents making too m.any decisions for me 
84. Parents not trusting me 
85. Talking back to my parents 
86. Being called high hat or stuck up 
87. Unable to discuss certain problems at home 
88. Too maliJ' personal problems 
89. Not having any fun 

















































CHART IX - (cont1 d) 
Problem Nwnber Checked 
91. Wanting to leave home 8 
92. Wanting more freedom at home 7 
93. Unhappy too much of the time 7 
94. Being ma.de fun of 7 
95o Feeling I don't reall,y have a home 6 
96. Being criticized by m,.y parents 6 
97. Breaking up a love affair 6 
98. Tending to exaggerate too much 6 
99. Ai'raid of being lett alone 5 
100. Being cttticized by others 5 
101. Thinking too much about sex matters 5 
102. Finding it hard to control sex urges 5 
103. Parents separated or divorced 5 
104. Father or mother not living 5 
105. Father 5 
106. Not living With m,.y parents 4 
107. Mother 4 
108. Death in the family 4 
109. Wanting love and a!fedtion 4 
llO. Having memories of an unhappy childhood 3 
lll. Not getting along well with other people 3 
ll2. Needing advise about marriage 3 
ll3. Worried about sex diseases 3 
114• Can't see the value of most things I do 2 
ll5. Sometimes bothered by thoughts of insanity 2 
ll6. Being an only child 2 
ll7o Wishing I had a di!!erent family background 2 
ll8. Friends not welcome at home 2 
ll9. Bothered by bad dreams l 
120. Deciding whether to become engaged l 
MOONEY PROBLEM CHECK LIST 
1950 
REVISION 
Ross L. MooNEY 
Bureau of Educational Research 
Ohio State Univer~ity 
H HIGH SCHOOL FORM 
Age ............ Date of birth ............................................................. ..... . ........................... Boy ............ Girl. .......... . 
Your class, or the number 
of your grade in school... ............ .. 
Name of school. ....... ... , .................................... .. ................. ............ ....................... ....... ................................... . . 
Name of the person to whom 
you are to turn in this paper ......................... ............................................................................................. .. 
Your name or other identification, 
if desired ...................................................................................... .' ......... . 
Date ........................................................... . 
DIRECTIONS 
This is not a test. It is a list of problems which are often troubling students of your age-problems 
of health; money, social life, home relations, religion, vocation, school work, and the like. Some 
of these problems are likely to be troubling you and some are not. As you read the list, pick out 
the problems which are troubling you. There are three steps in what you do. 
First Step: Read through the list slowly, and when you come to a problem which suggests some-
thing which is troubling you, underline it. For example, if you are troubled by the fact that 
you are underweight, underline the first item like this, "1. Being underweight" Go through 
the whole list in this way, marking the problems which are troubling you. 
Second Step: When you have completed the first step, look back over the problems you have 
underlined and pick out the ones which you feel are troubling you most. Show these problems 
by making a circle around the numbers in front of them. For example, if, as you look back 
over all the problems you have underlined you decide that "Being underweight" is one of 
those which troubles you most, then make a circle around the number in front of the item, 
like this, " Q) Being underweight." 
Third Step: When you have completed the second step, answer the summarizing questions on 
pages 5 and 6. 
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221. Trouble with my hearing 
222. Speech handicap (stuttering, etc. ) 
223. Allergies (hay fever, asthma, hives, etc.) 
224. Glandular disorders (thyroid, lymph, etc.) 
225. Menstrual or female disorders 
226. Parents working too hard 
227. Not having certain conveniences at home 
228: Not liking the people in 'my neighborhood 
229. Wanting to live in a different neighborhood 
230. Ashamed of the home we live in 
231. Wanting to learn how to dance 
.232. Wanting to learn how to entertain 
233. Wanting to improve myself culturally 
234. Wanting to improve my appearance . 
235. Too careless with my clothes and belongings 
236. Going with someone my family won't accept 
237. Afraid of losing the one I love 
238. Breaking up a love affair 
239. Wondering how far to go with the opposite sex 
240. Wondering if I'll ever get married 
241. Wanting to be more popular 
242. Disliking someone 
243. Being disliked by someone 
244. Avoiding someone I don't like 
245. Sometimes acting childish or immature 
246. Being stubborn or obstinate 
247. Tending to exaggerate too much 
248. Having bad luck 
249. Not having any fun 
250. Lacking self-confidence 
251. Sometimes lying without meaning to 
252. Swearing, dirty stories 
253. Having a certain bad habit 
254." Being unable to break a bad habit 
255. Lacking self-control 
256. Clash of opinions between me and my parents 
257. Talking back to my parents 
258. Parents expecting too much of me 
259. Wanting love and affection 
260. Wishing I had a different family background 
261. Lacking training for a job 
262. Lacking work experience 
263. Afraid of unemployment after graduation 
264. Doubting ability to handle a good job 
265. Don't know how to look for a job 
266. Don't like to study 
267. Poor memory 
268. Slow in reading 
269. Worrying about grades 
270. Worrying about examinations 
271. Teachers not considerate of students' feelings 
272. Teachers not practicing what they preach 
273. Too many poor teachers 
27 4. Grades unfair as measures of ability 
275. Unfair tests 
Page 4 
Cir. I Tot. 
HPD 
276. Poor teeth 
277. Nose or sinus trouble 
278. Smoking 
279. Trouble with my feet 
280. Bothered by a physical handicap 
FLE 
281. Borrowing money 
282. Working too much outside of school hours 
283. Working for most of my own expenses 
284. Getting low pay for my work 
285. Disliking my present job 
SRA 
286. Too little chance to do what I want to do 
287. Too little chance to get into sports . 
288. No good place for sports around home 
289. Lacking skill in sports and games 
290. Not using my leisure time well 
CSM 
291. Thinking too much about sex matters 
292. Concerned over proper sex behavior 
293. Finding it hard to control sex urges 
294. Worried about sex diseases 
295. Needing information about sex matters 
SPR 
296. Being too envious or jealous 
297. Speaking or acting without thinking 
298. Feeling that nobody understands me 
299. Finding it hard to talk about my troubles 
300. No one to tell my troubles to 
PPR 
301. Too many personal problems 
302. Having memories of an unhappy childhood 
303. Bothered by bad dreams 
304. Sometimes bothered by thoughts of insanity · 
305. Thoughts of suicide 
MR 
306. Sometimes not being as honest as I should be 
307. Getting into trouble 
308. Giving in to temptations 
309. Having a troubled or guilty conscience 
310. Being punished for something I didn't do 
HF 
311. Friends not welcomed at home 
312. Family quarrels 
313. Unable to discuss certain problems at home 
314. Wanting to leave home 
315. Not telling parents everything 
FVE 
316. Not knowing what I really want 
317. Needing to plan ahead for the future 
318. Family opposing some of my plans 
319. Afraid of the future 
320. Concerned about military service 
ASW· 
321. Getting low grades 
322. Just can't get some subjects 
323. Not smart enough 
324. Afraid of failing in school work 
325. Wanting to quit school 
CTP 
326. School activities poorly organized 
327. Students not given enough responsibility , 
328. Not enough school spirit 
329. Lunch hour too short 
330. Poor assemblies 
ToTAL ••.• I 
Second Step: Look back over the items you have underlined and circle 
the numbers in front of the problems which are troubling you most. 
Third Step: Pages 5 and 6 
First Step: Read the list slowly, and as you come to a problem which troubles you, underline it. 
Page 2 Page 3 
1. Being underweight 56. Frequent headaches 111. Not as strong and healthy as I should be 166. Poor complexion or skin trouble 
2. Being overweight 57. Weak eyes 112. Not getting enough outdoor air and sunshine 167. Poor posture 
3. Not getting enough exercise 58. Often not hungry for my meals 113. Not getting enou~h sleep 168. Too short 
4. Getting sick too often 59. Not eating the right food '•i ):i. () 114. Frequent colds 169. Too tall 
5. Tiring very easily 60. Gradually losing weight 115. Frequent sore throat 170. Not very attractive physically 
6. Needing to learn how to save money 61. Too few nice clothes 116. Wanting to earn some of my own money 171. . Living too far from school 
7. Not knowing how to spend my money wisely 62. Too little money for recreation 117. Wanting to buy more of my own things 172. Relatives living with us 
8. Having less money than my friends have 63. Family worried about money 118. Needing money for education after high school 173. Not having a room of my own 
9. Having to ask parents for money 64. Having to watch every penny I spend ) ) 119. Needing to find a part-time job now 17 4. Having no place to entertain friends 10. Having no regular allowance (or income) 65. Having to quit school to work 120. Needing a job during vacations 175. Having no car in the family 
11. Slow in getting acquainted with people 66. Not enough time for recreation 121. Nothing interesting to do in my spare time 176. Not being allowed to use the family car 
12. Awkward in meeting people 67. Not enjoying many things others enjoy 122. Too little chance to go to shows 177. Not allowed to go around with the people I like 
13. Being ill at ease at social affairs 68. Too little chance to read what I like 123. Too little chance to enjoy radio or television 178. So often not allowed to go out at night 
14. Trouble in keeping a conversation going 69. Too little chance to get out and enjoy nature 124. Too little chance to pursue a hobby 179. In too few student activities 
15. Unsure of my social etiquette 70. Wanting more time to myself 125. Nothing interesting to do in vacation 180. Too little social life 
16.) Having dates 71. No suitable places to go on dates 126. Disappointed in a love affair 181. Being in love 
17. Awkward in making a date 72. Not knowing how to entertain on a date 127. Girl friend 182. Loving someone who doesn't love me 
18 .. Not mixing well with the opposite sex 73. Too few dates 128. Boy friend 183. Deciding whether I'm in love 
19,; Not being attractive to the opposite sex 74. Afraid of close contact with the opposite sex 129. Deciding whether to go steady 184. Deciding whether to become engaged 
20. Not being allowed to have dates 75. Embarrassed by talk about sex 130. Wondering if I'll find a suitable mate 185. Needing advice about marriage 
21. Getting into arguments 76. Wanting a more pleasing personality 131. Slow in making friends 186. Being criticized by others \ 
22. Hurting people's feelings 77. Not getting along well with other people 132. Being timid or shy 187. Being called "high-hat" or "stuck-up" 
23. Being talked about 78. Worrying how I impress people 133. Feelings too easily hurt 188. Being watched by other people 
24. Being made fun of 79. Too easily led by other people 134. Getting embarrassed too easily 189. Being left out of things 
25. Being "different" 80. Lacking leadership ability 135. Feeling inferior 190. Having feelings of extreme loneliness 
26. Losing my temper 81. Daydreaming 136. Moodiness, "having the blues " 191. Afraid to be left alone 
27. Taking some things too seriously 82. Being careless 137. Trouble making up my mind about things 192. Too easily moved to tears 
28. Being nervous 83. Forgetting things ) ) 138. Afraid of making mistakes 193. Failing in so many things I try to do 29. Getting excited too easily 84. Being lazy ( I 139. Too easily discouraged 194. Can't see the value of most things I do 
30. Worrying 85. Not taking some things seriously enough ' 140. Sometimes wishing I'd never been born 195. Unhappy too much of the time 
31. Not going to church often enough 86. Parents making me go to church 141. Wondering how to tell right from wrong 196. Can't forget some mista~es I've made 
32. Not living up to my ideal 87. Disliking church services 142. Confused on some moral questions 197. Bothered by ideas of heaven and hell 
33. Puzzled about the meaning of God 88. Doubting the value of worship and prayer 143. Parents old-fashioned in their ideas 198. Afraid God is going to punish me 
34. Doubting some of the religious things I'm told 89. Wanting to feel close to God I 144. Wanting to understand more about the Bible 199. Troubled by the bad things other kids do 
35. Confused on some of my religious beliefs 90. Affected by racial or religious prejudice 145. Wondering what becomes of people when they die 200. Being tempted to cheat in classes 
36. Worried about a member of the family 91. Not living with my parents 146. Being criticized by my parents 201. Being an only child 
37. Sickness in the family 92. Parents separated or divorced 147. Parents favoring a brother or sister 202. Not getting along with a brother or sister 
38. Parents sacrificing too much for me 93. Father or mother not living 148. Mother 203. Parents making too many decisions for me 
39. Parents not understanding me 94. Not having any fun with mother or dad 149. Father 204. Parents not trusting me 
40. Being treated like a child at home 95. Feeling I don't really have a home 150. Death in the family 205. Wanting more freedom at home 
41. Unable to enter desired vocation 96. Needing to decide on an occupation 151. Choosing best subjects to take next term " .. ' 2b6. Deciding whether or not to go to college 
42. Doubting the wisdom of my vocational choice 97. Needing to know more about occupations 152. Choosing best subjects to prepare for college 207. Needing to know more about colleges 
43. Needing to know my vocational abilities 98. Restless to get out of school and into a job 153. Choosing best subjects to prepare for a job 208. Needing to decide on a particular college 
44. Doubting I can get a job in my chosen vocation 99. Can't see that school work is doing me any good 154. Getting needed training for a given occupation 209. Afraid I won't be admitted to a colleg~: 
45. Wanting advice on what to do after high school 100. Want to be on my own 155. Wanting to learn a trade 210. Afraid I'll never be able to go to college 
46. Missing too many days of school 101. Not really interested in books i 156. Not getting studies done on time 211. Trouble with mathematics 
47. Being a grade behind in school 102. Unable to express myself well in words 
' 
157. Not liking school 212. Weak in writing 
48. Adjusting to a new school 103. Vocabulary too limited rl ) I . 158. Not interested in some subjects 
213. Weak in spelling or grammar 
49. Taking the wrong subjects 104. Trouble with oral reports r' / 159. Can't keep my mind on my studies 214. Trouble in outlining or note taking 
50. Not spending enough time in study 105. Afraid to speak up in class discussions ' 160. Don't know how to study effectively 215. Trouble in organizing papers and reports 
51. Having no suitable place to study at home 106. Textbooks too hard to understand I 161. Not enough good books in the library 216. Classes too dull 
52. Family not understanding what I have to do in school 107. Teachers too hard to understand 162. Too much work required in some subjects 217. Teachers lacking personality 
53. Wanting subjects not offered by the school 108. So ofterl feel restless in classes fi.-J ~:J i \\yl,, 163. Not allowed to take some subjects I want 218. Teachers lacking interest in students 54. Made to take subjects I don't like 109. Too little freedom in classes 164. Not ,getting along with a teacher 219. Teachers not friendly to students 
55. Subjects not related to everyday life 110. Not enough discussion in classes 165. School is too strict 220. Not getting personal help from the teachers 
Se1 
Page 5 
Third Step: Answer the following four questions. 
QUESTIONS 
1. Do you feel that the items you have marked on the list give a well-rounded picture of your problems? 
............ Yes. _. .......... No. Add anything further you may care to say to make the picture more complete. 
2. How would you summanze your chief problems m your own words? Write a brief summary. 
G . ..,. 
Printe1 
(Questions are continued on next page~ ) 
Page 6 
3. Would you like to have more chances in school to write out, think about, and discuss matters of personal 




4. If you had the chance, would you like to talk to someone about some of the problems you have marked 
on the list? ........... .Yes ............. No. If so, do you have any particular person(s) in mind with whom you 
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